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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 17,--1906, - -
iDEATH CLAIMED
CAPT. JOHNSON
r
Re Succumbed to Dropsical
Afflictions Yesterday
Afternoon.
FOR YEARS WAS ASSOCIATED
WITH HIS FATHER IN THE
IRON FOUNDRY BUSI-
NESS HERE.
5
-
Was a Very Popular, Sociable an
Congenial Man, Always Quite
Active in Politics.
Fur the second time within two
wecks the hatid of Grim Death has
insetted the Palm
i
-sly of this
city. this time chi`oning apt. Men-
dot
.
 
Johnson, tho . 11 known city
weigher, who passed way yederday
evening at 6 o'clo k at his resi-
dence, oto Clark , p(ter a lin-
gering illness with °pike' affec-
t:1M this world one of the best
known men in this end of the state,
where hc has resided since a youth.
Copt ohnson had been in failing
tion. With him there is carriad
health for the past two years, but
managed to continue at his business
of city weigher for the municipal
government. His condition gradu-
ally grew worse, however, and two
months ago he went to Dawson
Springs seeking health. but the cur-
ative seaters had no lasting effect to'
good upon him, and he returned
home about three weeks since. Al-
though able to sit up around the
house he could not leave his home
and daily grew worse until claimed
by the ruthle•s scythe at the men-
tioned hour last evening. Yesterday
s morning about g o'clock, while sit-
ting in a chair at home, he fell
fot ward unconscious, and remained
in that state until death.
Captain Mendol Johnson was born
in St. Louis fifty years ago and
moved to Paducah when only a few
months old, coming with his parents,
Captain and Mrs. Joseph Johnson.
On growing to manhood he engaged
in the steamboat business with his
father, and then afterwards they en-
tered the foundry business, for years
cr.nducting one of the largest inch:s-
ties of that nature in this end of
the state. The plant stood at Second
and Tennessee streets and was des-
troyed by fire about four years ago,
proving a total and heavy loss to
the owners on account of no insur-
ance being carried.
Mr. Johnson, like his father who
was once mayor of this city, has al-
ways taken a deep interest in poli-
tics and was quite a power, having a
great following and many staunch
friends. After his plant burned sev-
eral years ago, he never re-built, but
shortly thereafter made the race for
city treasurer on the Democratic
ticket, being the party nominee. Tht
support lent him was very strong.
but he was defeated by only a few
votes for the position. Last year he
was appointed city weigher .to suc-
ceed the late Weigher liesselton. and
he made a most efficient- bfficial,
serving in that capacity until claimed
by the Grim Reaper. For the past
two months he has not been able to
be at his office, and the duties were
looked  altar Int 
• who now has ehittge of the office.
Mr. Johnson served the fourth
ward very creditably for four, years
in the general council of this city.
and was
'
regarded as one of the moot
erogressive and conservative; busi•
ress-like members of that otogiest
body, alwa-ys occupying piisltions on
the most important committees, and
being looked to as quite a leader. lie
understood and appreciated the
needs of it flourishing community
and was always at the front for any-
thing progressive.
Personally he was one of the most
congenial and whole-souled men re-
siding in .,Paducah, this --being
tested by the wide circle of friends
his sociable disposition always sur-
f-D.:n(1Ni hint with. Before heirs-
stricken he was tint of the finest
iooking gentlemen of the community,
and his ,striking, massive form will
4e sadly missed from the streets and
business pla-es.
The death of Mr. Johnson is
doubly sad as only three weeks ago
his mother died in St. Louis and
Was brought here for interment in
Oak Grove cemetery beside the body
1.f her husband who went to his
grave only a few years since. Capt.
Johnson's condition at the time, pre-
vented him from attending his
mother's funeral.
The deceased was one of the most
rominent members of the Elk3
lodge, over which he once presided
as exalted ruler. Besides his wife he
leaves five children, Misses Virginia,
Leah, Fannie and Ruth Johnson,
and Master Mendol Johnson. His
surviving brothers are Messrs.
Charles Johnson, the steamboat engi-
reer of this city, and Joseph Y. John-
son, of St. Louis. His only sister is
Mrs. Chloe Willson. of St. Louis.
The funeral services will be held
this afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
residence, under auspices of the
Elks. Interment follows at Oak
Grove cemetery. and all friends are
invited to attend without further
notice
NO PREMIUM ON BRAINS
If a Man Has a Good Idea He Is
Court-Martialed.
New York, May 16. A special dis
patch to the Tribune from Baltimore
says:
Leslie M. Shaw, secretary of the
treasury, talked in a rather dis-
couraging strain yesterday to the
graduates of the school of .instruc-
iion of the revenue cutter service
here. Among other things he said.
"In one branch of the government
service—I won't say which,—if a man
has a good idea they court-martial
him. After he has suppressed ideas
for two or three years, no more
propose themselves, and he becomes
a figurehead. The army and navy
have lots of men whose ideas have
been suppressed.
91 you serve the government for
hire, you are of no use. Most work
is naturally drudgery. But the men
who do the hardest and best work
are those who do not know they are
doing it. The man who works only
for the pay he gets can only work
eight hours a day, but the one who
works to accomplish things is good
for sixteen hours, and at a pinch
much more
"There is one thing, however,
which I want to warn you young
men. There is nothing that will
take the native capacity out of a
man .so quickly as employment in
any branch of the army or navy. If
I wanted to make a fine preacher out
of a young man I would send him to
West Point, for it is the best school
on earth."
REFUSES CIRCUS LTCENSE
ON DECORATION DAY
Topeka. Kas. May t6.—The city
council of Topeka has decided that
a circus performance in the city on
Decoration Day would he nothing
short of sacrilige. and by unanimous
r e -The crty—Crer to
refuse a license.for a show that has
been advertised to take place here
on tbat day. P. H. Conra, depart-
ment commander of the G. A. R.,
appeared before the council to pro-
tcst against the issuance of the li-
cense.
-Gas Reservoir Explodes
At Jacob's Bottling Works
ad l HOLE BLOWN IN CEILING AND
FLOOR—MR. A. L. CLARK'S
ARM BADLY LACERATED.
The Jacobs soda and bottling
works on South Fifth street near
-Norton, was partially wrecked\ yes-
ttrday afternoon as result of one of
the copper gas reservbirs blowing up
and sendipg pieces of flying metal
everywhere. Mr. A. L. Clark was
shaking the reservoir at the time,
and his right .hand was painfully in.
Jored by stopping a piece of the
metal. Dr. Jeff Robertson attended
him.
Clark was charging the reservoir
which is used to corbonate coca-.
cola, -ginger ale, soda pop and other
oft drinks manufactured by
wotks when suddenly it
ew up with a report
c at cannon, sending one piece of
the metal up through the ceiling and
floor into the second story, while the
flesettirig and join underneath the
flrst floor was damaged. It is quite
fortunate Clark was not it 'mei
more seriously than restiltedk
„
.,
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CONTRACTOR MUST START WORK AT
ONCE, OR CITY WILL DO IT FOR HIM
THIS WAS THE INSTRUCTIOS GIVEN' CONTRACTOR BRIDGES
YESTERDAY REGARDING THE CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
DOWN ON JEFFERSON STREET AND KENTUCKY AVENUE,
1O/H"P.F. HE HAS MADE N,0 ATTEMPT TO START THE
IMPROVEMENT—MR. INGRAM NOTIFIED TO GET HUS-
TLE ON HIMSELF ALSO WITH STORM SEWERS AND BIT-
ULrnix.
The action of the board of public
works yesterday afternoon during its
weekly meeting indicates that the
members of this body do not intend
this year tolerating unnecessary de-
lays on the part of the contractors
who have the contracts for re-con-
struction of the streets and sidewalks.
In taking this decided stand the board
instructed contractor Thomas
Bridges that he must either com-
mence at once work of laying the
concrete sidewalks on Kentucky ave-
nue from First to Fourth, and on
Jefferson lifeet from First to Fifth,
else the city will take charge of the
work, have it done, and charge the
cost up to Bridges. The resolution
adopted in this respect stipulated that
if Mr. Bridges did not have things
well under way by next Monday that
the board of works would take the
matt,r in hand and do the work its-
self. He has the contract for these
sidewalks, and instead of starting
work on them when the spring
weather opened, he put his men to
work laying the pavements on West
Jefferson street, and Harahan addi-
tion whereon not a hotrse exists, and
where there is but little passing, while
it is the reverse with the downtown
streets; therefore much inconvenience
and annoyance is occasioned by the
torn-up condition of the highways.
The board of works thinks this un-
warranted action on the part of Con-
tractor Bridges is without good cause,
and he will either have to do the
downtown work right away, or lose
his contract, a clause to this effect
existing in the agreements between
him and the municipality.
In taking up the bitulithic work on
the avenue from Fourth to Ninth and
Jefferson from Fifth to Ninth, pre-
ceded by the storm sewer work, the
board notified President Ingram that
he must get the work pushed more
rapidly. and to double his force if
necessary, as things were not going
along as rapidly as desired by the
board of works, whtch thinks greater
speeed could be accomplished.
Mr Ingram returned to Nashville
Mr. Ingram returned to Nashville
yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
During years past the contractors
have lost much unnecessary time,
therby carrying the work into the
winter when it would have to be
sgoipped bn account of the weather, and
the thoroughfares left in a very bad
condition. This will be tolerated no
longer, says the board in taking the
important action mentioned.
City Engineer Washington was di-
rected by the board to get rid of the
accumulation of water which stands
on West Jones street where concrete
sidewalks are to be laid. The water
now stands in puddles after a haid
rainfall.
During the meeting Chairman
Hank, of the aldermanic public im-
provement committee, reported to
the board that the stret railway com-
pany had agreed to pay twenty-five
per cent of the cost of constructing
a new bridge by the city across Is-
land creek at Fourth street in place
of the old one. The car company
wants the new structure built in or-
der to get its tracks extended across
an "nto Mechanicsburg, When the
alderman made this report, the board
of wok-ti took no action pending a
full meeteing of the committee with
the board.
Complaint was made to the board
that the street sweeping service is
not the best in the world, and Street
Inspector Alonzo Elliott was ordered
to see that the cleaning outfit put the
thoroughfares in first class condition
by carting away all the trash or re-
fuse.
The street car company wants per-
mission to run a spur track from its
main line out on Caldwell .street,_
across to the N. C. and St. Io, blacks
near the stockyards, so that when the
car people received freight consign-
mente over the N. C. and St. L., the
former could run their supply car
from their main line on Caldwell
to the N. C. track and unload the
stuff direct from the railroad to the
car. The board of works had asked
the city engineer to see if it would
be possible . to let, the year lino run
this spur,. ape helmeted it 'would
be all right for Six months. Permis-
sion was then given for the track to
be put down for that length of
time.
Mr. Gregory, of West Broadway;
wants permission to have certain
drainage done out that way, and the
board consented, provided he got per-
mission from Dr. D. G. Murrell to
cross the latter's oroocrty.
The board ordered that there be
sold for $225 one of the useless ma-
chines at the city power house.
Iktadisonville, Ky., officials wrote
the board, asking what they thought
about municipal ownership of elctric
light plants, and askinng for some
data about the Paducah plant. Clerk
Alex Kirkland of the board was di-
rected to get up the data and mail it
to the Madisonville people, who are
contemplating erecting a plant to be
owned by the city.
Street Inspector Elliott reported
that he had removed the pile of rock
on North Seventh, between 'Harris
and and Bayd streets.
Inspector Bundsmen, of city s,!w-
erage,- informed the board that many
valves and other pieces of the sani-
tary sewerage system needed repairs.
This was ordered done imediately.
Another armature ,has burned out
at the city electric plant, and Super-
intendent Keebler was empowered to
employ an assistant to help repair the
machine.
The street car company- was direct-
ed to remove the two old dilapidated
poles at Fourth and Kentucky ave-
nue, and put all the wires on one new
post, which is sufficient for that in-
tersection.
Pthialier Fred' Sehiffman was em-
powered to tear up the concrete side-
walk and brick street in front of the
new Roy L. Culley building on Broad-
way between Fifth and Fourth streets
in order to connect the new structure
with the water, steam heat and sani-
tary seWstage mains that run beneath
the brick highway.
A letter was directed to the mayor
notifying him that it was erroneous
where report was made that the board
of public works would not, order ex-
tended along Broadway to 21st street
and then over the latter to Jefferson
an extension of the water cornsiany
mains. Some people out that way
claimed that the matter had been re-
ferred to the board of works. This
is a m'stake as the general council
issued orders direct to the water com-
pany, and did not refer the matter to
the board.
City Engineer Washington ws au-
thorized to employ ana assistant city
engineeer to held him with the public
work, it being entirely too much for
one engineer to look after by himself.
Clerk Kirkland of the board was di-
rected to get up a list of the permits
issued empowering the telephone and
street railway companies to put up
new poles and take down old ones on
many streeets of the city. This list
is then to he turned over to Superin-
tendent Koehler, of the electric light
plant, and he is tomake a tour of the
city and check up the list and report
to thee board at its next meeting,
so that if the authority given the
companies have been exceeded, or
poles not removed as agreed upon,
the board will then take action.
Streert Inspector Elliott reported
to the board that the street corner
signs were being put up, and he was
ucteed to rueb the work as
quickly as possible.
The board adjourned to hold a
speecial meeting Friday, at which
time the streeet railway and independ-
cent tlephone companies ,will have
much business before the officers for
consideration. The company repre- sETTLEmENT oF
sentativees wanted their matters tak-
en up yesterday, but as nearly the
entire time of the board has been
taken up by these concerns for many
weeks past, it was ddcided to let them
hold up their pospcsitions for the
time being so the board could dispose
of muck other - important -business l
DETZEL SUIT
pending before them iFidelity Insurance Corn-
is C.C.:natic'. c'_:!:-.
UP GOES PRICE OF GASOLINE! pany Paid Off the
C1:11.7.
of All High Grades,
Cleveland, 0 , NI ay ió.—The I LEACHER-LARUE SUIT SETTLED
ounced an additional advance in the
Standard Oil company today an-
fi 
I
selling price on all high grades of
gasoline. Seventy to seventy-two
degrees test gasoline is advanced half
a cent per gallon, while all other
high grades are put up one cent
per gallon.
An official of the Standard Oil
company said today that the demand
for high-grade gasoline Is unpre-
cedented owing to its heavy con-
sumption in connection with auto-
mobiles. The new quotations sent
out by the Standard company today
are as follows: 70-72 degrees, t754
cents; 86 degrees, 20 cents 87 de-
grees, at cents; 83 degrees, 22 cents.
TWO TRAINMEN KILLED
IN AN INDIANA WRECK.
Peru, Ind., May 16.—ln a wreck at
Fowlerton. on the Chicago, Cincin-
rati & Louisville railroad, today.
Engineer Wesley Wolf and Brake-
man 011ie Bowman were crushed to
death. The cause of the accident is I
unknown.
CHURCH UNION OPPOSED
Injunction Against Cumberland Gen-
eral Assembly—Judge
Gaut There.
Evansvile, Ind., May 'O.—Attor-
neys Major G. V. Menzies and Judge
Wm. Reister left last night for Dc'
catur, III., to file a petition for an in-
junction to prevent the general as-
sembly of the Cumberland Presbyy-
ttrian church which met in Deca-
tur Wednesday from voting to form
a union with the Presbyterian
church.
The attorneys will claim that the
constitution of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church confers no rights or
powers upon the general assembly to
form an amalgamation with any
other body. They will file their
petition this afternoon and remain in
Decatur to await the 'hearing
The general assembly of the
church will meet today, it is
expected, to hear a report of the
Church Union committee appointee!
at Fresno, Cal., last year to report
this year. The report of this com-
mittee, it is authoritatively given oat,
will be to to t in favor of the pro-
posed amalgamation with the Presby-
ter:an church. The injunction :f
granted will have the efect to re-
strain the assembly from viting to
adopt the report of this committee.
The defense will be represented by
Judge Gaut of Nashville and an at-
torney from St. Louis. The oppisit-
fon to the union comes (torn the
churches in Indiana, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee Mississippi, Oklahoma and
Missouri.
GoOd For All Uses.
Chief Collins of the police force
seems to be good for all uses, and
especially when the ladies went any-
thing. as yesterday Meg 'Henry Mas-
sey, of LaCenter, Ballard county, was
in the  .citoo-anelsealitolo-a ouartersi
to request the chief to find her a good
ten year old white boy who would
like a good home, as she wants to
adopt one. The chief promised to
I produce the boy and will send to Mrs.
Massey the first one he runs across
' that wants a nice place to live.
DEED FILED IN CLERK'S OF-
FICE SHOWING TRANSFER
OF BREWERY FOR $6o,00ci
Judge Lightfoot Has Gone to Dover,
Tenn, on Leg id Business for
Several Days,
Yesterday in the circuit court there
was dismissed the suit of Frances
Dezted against the Fidelity Mutual
Life Insurance company for $2,000
plaintiff claimed due her on the policy
held by her late hu.§band, George
Detzel. The latter settled the matter
and the litigation was dismissed.
A lien on certain pooperty ui S.
W. Arnold in the .suit of the Ottechan-
ics Building and Luau Association
against Annie M. Duigiud was order-
ed dismissed.
There was dismissed without preju-
dice the action of C. B. Leacher
against H. A. LaRue,. a settlement
having b en made.
A settlement having been made
heretofore, the court ordered stricken
from thc docket the litigation of G.
W. Slaughter against the N. C. and
St. L. railroad.
Mater Commissioner Cecil Reed,
reported the claims against the estate
in the suit of E. 0. Thomas, admin-
istrator, against Anthony Payne.
The suit of Ms's. hi. E. Head aginst
Cheatham Hodge for $25,000 damages
on th! ground that Hodge assassin-
ated plaintiff's husband comes up to--
dy.
tomorrow's Docket
The following cases re set for trial
tomorrow: Effie L. Leigh against the
Citizens' Savings bank, and Freiberg
and Kahn against E. Pearson..- Mrs
Leigh sues the bank on the ground
she paid off a note against her prop-
erty. Fre'berg and Kahn sue Pear-
son for money claimed due on ac-
count made by Pearson buying
liquids from them.
Brewery Transfer.
A deed was lodged yesterday with
the county clerk wherein John L.
tiloerber and, others transfer to the
Paducah Brewery company, for "boo
000, the properties at Tenth and Mon-
roe streets. The brewery retains the
same name and the deed tures the
properti over to the purchasers, Wil-
liam Katterjohn and; others.
H. C. Kock sold to H. J. Kock,
for $1,200, land lying out in the
county.
C. Eva Carter bought from A. S.
Barksdale, for $1.262, property on the
east side of South Sixth near Hus-
bands street.
Young Lady Said to Have
••••••=1.•••=,
Licensed to Marry.
The county clerk yesterday issued
a license to marry to Allen Rice, aged
20 and Cora Campbell, aged ao, col-
ored people of this city.
Getting Up Evidence.
Yesterday olt.tgoico_ Charles _I-
Brondson and assistants were spend-
ing the day at the clerk's office go-
ing over reports showing accounting
made of the B. H Wisdom estate
by George C. Wallace, the adminis-
trator. The data is for usd in the
suit filed in the circuit cour for set-
tlement of the large estate.
I 
Gone to Dover.
T. Lightfoot left yester.
. 
Judge R. 
day. for Dover, Tenn., to be absentCoveted Other's Finery several days on legal business.•
----
Stenographer Resigned.
Miss Rubye Dunlap, stenographer
at the county judge's office, yesterday
resigned her position to take a place
in the office of Yarmaster Stone-
braker of the Illinois Central railway.
AND GIRL NO. 2 COMPELS THZI
P00 RE GIRL TO RETURN
THE ARTICLES.
Yesterday Flossie Doyle of 817
Tennessee street got out a warrant
for Frances Poore, on the ground
that the latter wrongfully gclt pos-
session of some of her clothing,
which was afterwards recovered by,
'Officer Cros of the police force.
The ”Cly lc girl claimed, that Tues-
day. she had her telescope at the
Union depot, preparatory to going to
Mayfield, when in some way the
Poore girl got the check for it and
took the contents herself .
On the search warrant being got-
ten out the officer located the Poore
girl at Ninth and Tennessee streets
and had her come down to the City May Try Today.
Hall, by telling her a young man Judge Reed has only the Head vs
wanted to see lter. She was found' }lodge case set fOr trial today, and
wearing some of the garments, while lac this will take several days to fins
the balance were found ,1 her sister's ,ish, he may this morning before go.
out on Tennessee. The Poore girl ing info it, take up the damage
resides on South Fourth street near , suit of Mrs. Fanny Prince against
' Washingeon street and after the the Illinois Central railroad company
61101••••••••••••••
Doyle woman recovered the garments
she dropped the neater and got no...- 
for Samoo. He 'announced to th.a
warrant for the other, (C4intinued from peg e.)
•
- 
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CITY TAX BAIS JENKINS WAIVED
NEARLY DONE EXAMINATION
CITY CLERK BAILEY EX- GOES TO GRAND JURY ONI_
=CT& -TO FINISH WHITE _CHARGE OF MURDERINQ 
LIST TODAY. JACKSON.
The First of Next Month There is
Due the First Half of this
Year's City Taxes.
City -Clerk Henry Bailey expects
to finish today making the tax bills
against the white people, and if he
does, he will cimmence tomorrow on
those for the colored people. He
rnd his assistant, Mr. Henry M. En-
ders, has been working on the bills
five or six weeks now, and have
about 8,000 made out. The white list
comprises nearly all the bills, as
there are very few colored taxpayers
and it will take only a few days to
-make these bills out.
The bills are made out in duplicate
for each six months taxes, together
with the stub, showing the name,
location an4 character or property,
and amount of taxes due.
Clerk Bailey will have the entirc
undertaking completed by the last of
next week, when he will then turn
the list over to City Treasurer John
J. Dorian who uses it to go by, in
collecting the taxes from the people.
The first half of this year's taxes
fall due June 1st, therefore all dur-
ing that month the treasurer will be
very busy, as he will have to collect
over $too,000. Those who do not
r.ay by the end of June. have the ro
per cent penalty put on them.
CU. SERVICE
EXAMINATIONS TO BE HELD
JUNE 6TH FOR POSTOFFICE
POSITIONS.
Resignations and Deaths Have Caused
a Shortage of Force on the
Eligible List.
The death of the late Postman
Charles Holliday, and the resignation
of Postman Jesse G. Curd, has caused
quite a shortage in the post office
force in this city, where the eligible
list was about exausted before the
services of these two were finished.
This shortage necessitates examina-
tions that will .be lield.in this ,city on
June 6, at nine o'clock al m., in order
that an appointment may be made in
the office, and future appointments as
occasion my require.
Applicants must be between the
ages of eighteen and forty-five years
and citizens of the United States.
Male applicants must measure not
less than 5 feet_ four inchees in their
stocking feet. and weigh not less than
125 lbs., in ordinary clothing. Medi-
cal certificates will not be required
of applicants, but those who moy re-
ceive appointments will be called up-
on to furnish the same before enter-
ing upon duty.
Lists of those who pass examin-
ations are no longer posted, but in-
formation as to their standing on the
-register can be obtained upon ap-
-plication to the local secretary.
For the required application form
and a pamplet of general information
containing speecimen in
questions, apply to Mk. Fred B. Ash-
ton, secretary board of examiners at
the post office, or the C. W. Moss.
4Satriet secretary. Postoffice Build-
ng. Cincinnati, Ohio.
The examination is no particularly
difficult and qualified persons au
urged to enter.
There is no expense attached to the
entemination.
MOSQUITO ARMY
Bigger Hale, Colored, Charged With
Stealing Bicycle From George
Brown, White.
In .the- . police court yesterday
morning Horace Jenkins, colored,
was held to the grand jury on waiv-
ing examination of the charge of
murdering Tom Jackson, colored,
who was shot fatally by Jenkins in
"Canaan" last Sunday night. Jack-
soli-died Tuesday.
• Bigger Hale was arraigned and
given a continuance until tomorrow
of the warrant charging him with
stealing the bicycle of Mr. George
Brown, and selling it to Connie Lee,
colored, by claiming the wheel was
his. The charge in the warrant i5
that of obtaining money under false
pretenses.
John Thomas, colored, was given
a continuance until tomorrow of the
warrant charging him with breaking
the seal of an Illinois Central box
car in the -yards here.
William Jefferson was fined $io
and costs for a breach of the peace.
J. D. Redden was dismissed of the
warrant charging him with permit-
ting his cow to ramble at large on
the public streets.
SETTLEMENT OF
THE DETZEL SUIT
alkiim••••11•=m11•••••
(Continued From Page One.)
effect last night, but sa d develop-
ments this morning would show
whether he would take it up first.
Mrs. Prince got knocked from the
I. C. trestle, 3oo feet North of the
Union depot, in the local yards. She
walked out on the structure after a
freight train got out, but 'before she
could get to the other end the
freight commenced backing, and
knocked her off. She landed thirty
feet below in the gulley and re-
ceived such injuries that she wascon-
fined to The Riverside hospital up
to two weeks ago. The accident
happened nearly three months ago.
Her niece. Mrs. Joe Henley, was
with her and was _also knocked off.
The latter died if her injuries.
IMPROVEMENTS
All. C. HOSPITAL
COMMITTEE FINALLY SET-
TLED THINGS YES-
TERDAY.
The Contagious Ward Will go
Down in Hospital Basement
Where the Old Furnace
Stood.
Yesterday morning the committee
selected to settle the question of im-
provements at the Illinois Central
railroad hospital held a meeting and
reached some conclusion. The corn-
ittec is composed of Chief Surgeon
I). G. Murrell, Superintendent Egan.
Roadmaster Thompson, Engineer
McGuire and Master Mechanic Turn-
bull, all of whom are members of the
lxiard of directors for the institution
and from which board they were
chosen last week as the committee
to arran • e somethin definite along
this line.
The committee met yesterday and
decided to enlarge the kitchen con•
siderably at the hospital on West
Broadway, while several servants'
rooms will be constructed and other
minor quarters arranged. The con-
tagious ward, for isolation of infec-
tious diseases, will be placed in the
hospital basement where the old fur-
nace stands. The new furnace is in
the furnace house in the yard, and
before it was put in the old heating
apparatus was down in the building
basement, which will now be con-
verted into the contagions depart-
ment, which will be fixed up hand-
seimely.
The improvements will cost be-
tween $3,500 and $4,000 and now
that they are definitely decided on,
the architect will immediately &Ass;
the plans so the, contract can be let
and work started.
Millions of Them Seem to .tiave Ar-
rivad Here.
Last night and the night before it
seemed as if another army of mos-
ouitoe_s arrived in .this city, as the
pestiferous little creatures made life
miserable for everybody, biting
through the thickest of clothing and
having a good time in general..
About three weeks ago it seemed
the advance guard of the army ar-
rive(1 here, as it was something awfui
for a night or two then, and also in
the daytime, as the little "suckers"
did not .wait until nightfall to get
in their woek.
The royal families of Sweden,
Spain and Italy own lots in New
YOrk, as well as 'Kaiser Wilhelm,
who has also been a heavy investor
in Western property, while King
FAward inherited' a piece of New
-York properly froin his Mother and
owns sOme thousands of acres of
western lands.,
It is stated by the Irish Indepen-
dent that coffins for children are be- fleeting
lag suplied by a contractor to south from 'a
Of keland illmshoulies at cents", uhators
mac-
Jet
a.
It has beta proved beyond a doubt
that incubators were in succesiftil
operation among the ancient Egypt-
iang. These original hatching ma-
chines wett about nine feet high, and
were arranged with galleries for
he eggs, which were hatched
ntral ven. About. goo in-
ye en 'discovered in
leaving the settlement entirely to the
respective companies. Mr. Googan
said
No Unifirm Basis.
"The settlement of claims will not
be upon any uniform basis. Each
company will settle its own losses in
its own fashion. It has its own con-
tracts embodied in its own policies.
and its own attorneys to advise it.
The Adjusting Bureau has no power
to lay down any uniform course or
policy for observation by the com-
panies, no power to compel them to
wpive conditions and legal rights
"No proposition looking toward
uniformity of action has been sug-
gested; nor is there any truth in the
report that it is contemplated to cut
losses all down the line and settle
upon a percentage basis.
"The companies will pay what
they legally owe. Moreover, they
will be perfectly fair. But they will
obey no rules laid down for them
by any bureau."
Encouraging Statement.
The California Promotion COM
pany has issued a statement concern-
ing the earthquake and fire in San
Francisco, which is in part as fol-
lc ws :
San Francisco is now in course
of reconstructinn: the debris is rapid-
ly being removed and the hum of
industry has supplanted the roar of
the flames. The abiding results of
SETTLE LOSSES
IN OWN WAY
EACH FIRE COMPANY TO ACT
SEPARATELY IN SAN
FRANCISCO.
$ioo,000,000 Mortgage Loan Corpora-
tion to Aid in Rebuilding
the City.
San Francisco, May 16.—The in-
surance -companies will' settle their
losses in their own way, each corn-
aptly acting for itself according to
the contracts embodied in its policies
vnd the Fire Underwriters, Adjust-
ing Bureau will make no attempt to
dictate a. general policy or lay down
uniform rules for the companies to
observe in the settlement of claims, am sincerely."
according to a statement made yes-
terday by Attorney T. C. Coogan,
who is legal adviser to the Adjusting
Bureau. The Adjusting Bureau is
merely to act as a Board if Ap-
praisers in dealing with claims, and the tiqe will be wider streets, more
only report on losses sustained, imposing ediffices, larger parks and
a complete fire fighting system
which will utilize the waters of the
ocean. The real estate men weath-
ered the storm and show great ac-
tivity.
"San Francisco is the city of op-
portunities. The vast fertil country
back of it promises the yield of an
exceptionally good year's crop. Th-.
chance, for business investment is
magnificent; Eastern and local
money will be poured in freely while
the rebuilding progresses. The his-
tory of all such events as that which
has just transpired proves that th:.
ultimate result is a general improve-
ment in conditions and a vast in-
crease in community wealth."
Worth it's
Weight
In Gold!
TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
 
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE
The Complexion Beautifier
Nadmol Is guaranteed, anda money refunded ifIt fails to remove
the very worst cases and beautify the
complexion in twenty days.
Mrs. Edward Joon, of Mount Sterling,
Kentucky, writes:
"I feel it my duty to tell you the beneili
NadinoLs hes been to me. I had suffered
untold mortification with freckles, since child-
hood. Having used all the highly recom-
mended creams and lotions, with muck
hesitancy I bought your entire treatment
After giving it a fair trial I most beartil,
recommend it, for it's worth ite weight in
gold to any woman having freckles. You!
Nadinola is the only thing I have ever used
with success. Your Nadine Face Powder if
grand. Wishing you the deserved success,
Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leading
druggists or mail. Prepared by the
National Toilet Co.. Paris, Tenn.
FOR GALE.
One large bell; fifty cork lifc
preservers, entirely new; three steam
whistles, different si7es: block and
tackle of all kinds, and, two yawls.
Inquire of
FRANK WAGONER,
"no & Second St.
Opening Ceremony.
Friday morning the opening exer-
cise for the high school will be a
reading by Miss Aline Bsgby. on
of the city's most talented and high-
ly educated young ladies._
RACES THAT LIVE IN PEACE
Tiflis, April 15.—The population of
Tiflis, the capital of Transcaucasia
represents the various nationalities
and tribes inhabiting the beautiful
imposing mountains and fertile val-
leys of the Caucasus. In the streets,
on the open places, and especially in
the ow Oriental part of the town,
where Armenian, Georgian and Rus-
sian Christian churches stand side by
side with the mosques of Persians
and Turks andJewish synagogues,
the people of all these nationalities
in their picturesque costumes form a
bright and metley cruwd. In the
street markets sunburnt Persian Tar-
tars, arriving in their primitive carts,
sell their cheese and butter beside
the fair German colonists offering
their potatoes and cabbages: Armen-
ian dealers exhibit Oriental and
European stuffs and cottons; Geor-
gian peasants on horseback or on
bufalo carts bring to town their
famous wine, hay, wood and an end-
less variety of salads and fruit;; Rus-
sian gills, cleanly dressed and with
their colored kerchiefs over their
heads, carry the milk t- their two
customers. All speak their re-
spective languages, but all make
tt-emselves understood s imewhat in
broken German or in bar'iarous Rus-
sian. Everywhere groups of porters
in a wonderful array of rags sit in
the sunshine, mending ti collapsing
shoe or coat, or just has!: in the sun
while waiting to be c-lled, when
they will carry astonishiag loads on
their backs. Sometimes -1 European
carrage or a furiously &timing tram
ear forces its way throu: the crowd.
The Tiflis Pedtrer.
The air is full of sound-, and abov:
all is heard the voice of he itinerant
merchant who offers his fruits, vege-
tebles or greens. These he carries
on his head and names in different
local languages, such as Armenian.
Georgian. Tartar and Russian. The
merchant of this class is known for
gaiety. activity and smartness.
Whether he belongs to the Georgian
(Continued on Page Six
Manager.
GUY NANCE,
M. NANCF
Embalmer
GUY _NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBULANICE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334 PAN:RICAN, EY.
11111Mor
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power ?stator.
x 6 Horse Power Motor.
I 554 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.
no Horse Power Motor.
200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street,
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BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
.0V
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, • PADUCAH, KY
Do You Like Music?
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of the Latest and Best
Song Successes. Instrumental Hits.
Nigger Loves His 'Possum 25c Mistletoe Waltzes 250
What Has the Night Time to Do Pig Ankle—Rag 25c
With the Girl ac Hearts-ease—Reverie 25c
Let Me See You Smile  25C Twilight Meditation 25c
Meditation — Song 25c Flying Arrow—Indianesque  26c
To Bohemia 25c Young Antelope. Id
DON'T FORGET OUR roc EDITIONS—We have 4.,000 pieces of the
pulls.standard and classical music, especially suitable for teachers and
Harbour's Book Department.
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich,
224 Broadway
Williams
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for lice
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
PADUCAH, KT.
—J
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon.
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced $r5 up.
See our stock of Second Handi
I bicycles.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells, Pumps, Saddles, etc. Re-
member the place.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and rail North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved ten Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA's
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE
OFFER YOU. 
' _ 
 ommi
MittattnimptanntUMW=C
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
it cants per roll, we will sell for
re per roll.
..Paper usually, sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
. . . . Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
\\ We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
uassumusautomunount: •
LEE 315 Sway.
v • .
rTrillgilirriri11911
ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
 -
Convictions for This Offense
1111111.M1111.111111111)
PREPARING FOR
FINAL ACTIONS
AUDITOR'S AGENT LUCAS
GOES OUT OF OFFICE
JUNE 1ST.
_ He Prosecutes to a Finality After Go-
ing Out of Office, Those Suits
Filed
Attorney Frani° Lucas has gone to
llopkinsville, Pembroke and other
points on business connected with
the duties as representative over the
state at large for Auditor Hagar, of
ThS--agent is risen:sting a
large list of suits to be tiled at dif-
ferent points over Kentucky, between
now and the end of this month, as
aftr June 1st he cannot institute any
actions kir collection of taxes due
the state from private owners of
property, because at that date his
term of office, that was for four
years, expires.
The auditor receipts for all money
due the state on taxes and tinder the
new laws four years ago Gus Coulter,
who was then audilor. selected a
number of attorneys at different
points over the state, as his agent to
file suit against people who covered
up the valuation and existence of
pvsperty on which they should pay
taxes. These suits compel the parties
to pay.
When Coulter wept out of office
two years ago and Hagar was elected.
the latter tried to "oust" Attorney
Lucas from his appointment by Coul-
ter. The matter was carried to the
courts where it was decided Lucas
and the other Coulter appointees held
for four years and could not be
thrown out by Hagar so he could,
select his favorites for the positions.
Every since his victory Mr Lucas
has been fought hard by Hagar and
his appointees, but the Paducahan
continued prosecuting the duties of
the position, which expires June tet,s
when Hagar selects some other *0
succeid him for four years.
When his term expires Mr. Lucas
will have many suits in the courts
against people who owe taxes to the
mate but have not paid them. All
these unfinished actions instituted by
Mr Luca% are carried to finality by
him in the courts after he is out of
office. hut he cannot institute any
rues- ones after the last of this month.
The office is a very lucrative one,
the agent getting his commission of
twenty per cent on back taxes col-
lect ed.
The auditor's agents go over the
stilte. look at the county assesors'
hooks, see what properties people
gave in for taxes, then learning that
not given in. beings suits for enforce-
ment of the tax collection.
FENCE BUILT
Been Numerous in Ger-
ACROSS ROAD
WAYNT HOUSEMAN WAS
WARRANTED YESTERDAY
BY MAGISTRATE.
Ben Boyd, the Colored Baseball
Magnate, Broke Into the Court
of Justice Emery.
Justice Charles Emery yesterday
issued a warrant against Wayne
Houseman of the Melber section of
the county, charging him with build-
ing a private fence across a public
nrri ohstructino; thy
thoroughfare. The warrant was
taken out in tte county yesterday
and served on the accused by Deputy
Sheriff Clark Fortson. Justice Emery
has not yet set the date on which
Le will try the action.
Ben Boyd Warranted.
BenBoyd, the colored drayman was
warranted yesterday in Justice
Emery's court by "Chief" Harry
Lloyd, manager of the Paducah base-
ball club. This case comes up this
morning, at which time the manager
will request that Boyd be placed
under a peace bond.
Boyd, although colored, is one of
the most enthusiastic rooters at the
ball park, his voice rising above any
citizen others, and for this valiant ser-
vices in this line, he has always had
au annual pass into the grounds. Ile
w anted to use it this year, but
Manager Lloyd turned it down.
The manager says that Boyd
threatened to do this and that, which
resulted in the warrant.
JUDGE ROBERTSON DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS
Prominent Maysville Lawyer Once
a Resuient o; L:rOngton.
Maysville, Ky., May 15.—Judge
Leigh W. Robertson died at his
home here after an illness covering
a period of two years. He came of
ilistinguished ancestry and was born
113 Harrodsburg, June 3, OW. Fol-
lowing his graduation at Centre Col-
lege he entered the law school at
Harvard. graduating with high hon-
ors. After his marriage to Miss Lu-
cille Pearce on May 24. 1870. he tiok
up his residence in this city, which
has ever since been his home. He
soon established himself in the legal
profession, in which he held high
rank, being frequently called to the
bench to sit as a specil judge in im-
portant cases He - leaves a widow.
an aged mother, three brothers and
tau sisters
Subscribe for the Daily Fiegister
SOUTHERN METHODISTS
DECLARE FOR NEW CREED
Birmingham, Ala., May 105.—By a
vote, of iiito licry the general con•
ference of the Methodist Episcopal
church, south, yesterday declared it-
eelf in favor of the creation of a
committee to prepare a new state-
ment Of faith.
Other branches of Methodists will
be invited to unite with the south-
ern church in the ereparation of
such a statement of faith and such
a statement of doctrinal system as
is called for in the twentieth cen-
tury.
A resolution was present!cl to the
effect that the next general confer-
_ ence be held in Richmond. Va.
Bishop A. W. Wilson Was the pre-
siding officer at today's session. The
committee on itinerary recommended
ponconcurrrence in memorials from
Ili‘sissippi and Missouri annual con-
ference. St. Louis, the Alexandra
and Popular Bluff district confer-
ence requesting legislation author-
iring and controlling conference
evangelists.
No Change in Strike Action.
The committee  au,...ou
tenet! recommended the adoption of
resolutions that the conference re-
affirm the action of the committee
on publishing interests of the gen-
eral conference of tow in reference
to the petition of the international
Typographical union seeking to
snionirt the publishing house at I
Nashville, Tenn The committee 'says
it does not come within the province
of the committee to take action.
The memorial looking to the re-
moval of the headquarters of the
extension board from Louisville, Ky.,
'to Oklahoma City was concurred in.
Baptist Missions Prosper.
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 16.—The
morning session of the southern
Baptist convention was devoted to
the. subject of foreign missions and
was under the leadership of Rev. R.
7. Willingham of Richmond, Va.,
secretary of the board. The speak-
ers were Rev. W. L. Pickard of
?Lynchburg, Va.; Rev. J. T. M. Johns
son of St. Louis and Rev. Len G.
IRroughton of Atlanta, Ga.
The report of the board of home
missions showed that there were Silo
"active missionatiet +Whig ttle year,
, compared with 718 for thc prey-
usus year. Baptisms number 15,436,
an increase of nearly 5,000. Funds
received for the year were $176,411,
making a total gain over last year
of $ao,yos.
Will Decide on Church Union.
Des Moines, Iowa, May ió.—At
tile general Presbyterian assembly in
Des Moines this week, where 2,000
commissioners, mi%sionaries and
church workers are assembled from
411 parts of the world, the principal
topics of discussion will be:
Union with the Cumberland
churches.
The divorce problem.
The labor problem. first report of
bureau established at last conference
by Charles Stetzel.
The freedman problem with repre-
sentatives from the colored race in
the discussion.
' Deliberation on the assembly on
home and foreign missions by repre-
sentatives from China. Africa, Japan,
India, Persia, Laos, Brazil and other
foreign countries.
nniversary of the founding if the
first Presbyterian conference. This
!will be May 24
Conspicuous among the speakers
will be justice Harlan of the United
States supreme court, Rev, De
Robert MacKenzie of New York,
Rev. Hunter Corbett of China. John
!Converse, president of the Baldwin
i l.ocomotive works; J. Wilbur Chap-
man, a wellknown evangelist; Presi-
dent J. G. McClure of the McCor-
mick Theological seminary and
Henry Van Dyke of Princeton uni-
vereity.
The election of moderator of the
assembly is one of the most im-
portant business transactions. Hunt-
er Corbett, who has been a mission-
ary in China fifty years, is promi-
nently mentioned for the place.
The German admiralty has resolv-
ed on fnrniahing ships of war with
means for recognizing eaCh 'other's
Identity at distances too great for
read.ng the name of the Neel. This
is to be effected by use of rings or
bands pn the chimney funnel, differ-
ing in vnumber and color.
many.
Have
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, reports that during the year 19011
3,091 persons were convicted in Ger-
many for adulteration of articles of
food. In 1902 the convictions were
Larger, a decrease of six per cent. being
noted for 1903. The largest number of
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
an increase from 698 in 1902 to 646 in
l903 is shown. For producing and keep-
ing for sale and consumption unwhole-
some articles of food 748 persons were
convicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
This large increase is due to the effecta
of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
violating the provisions of this law,
against 29 in 1902. For knowingly vio-
lating the rules with reference to ani-
mal epidemics, especially those for the
prohibition of imports to prevent rind-
tieest, se. well as the regulations to
prevent contagion in the transportation
of animals by railroad and for the will-
ful use of articles liable to spread con-
tagious diseases before disinfection,
931 persons were convicted, against 1,-
173 In 1902. showing a decrease of 241
per cent. For knowingly violating the
regulations for preventing the spread
of infectious diseases 69 persons were
convicted, against 67 in 1902.
NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC
Queer Difficulties Encountered by
Mathematicians of a Gen-
eration Ago.
Parents who undertake to me1111
their children in the preparation ol
their school lessons encounter Some
queer difficulties, says the New York
Press. Long division, for instance, pm
Gents stumblini, blocks that trip up the
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
that benighted age youthful students 01
arithmetic were taught that in an ex.
ample in long division the divisor Was
placed at the left of the dividend, the
quotient on the right, while the re-
mainder was written at the end of the
quotient. Old fogies who have dropped
hepelessly behind the times now at-
tempt to introduce those antiquated
methods when tutoring their offspring,
but the youngsters scornfully correct
them.
"Oh, that isn't right," they explain
°You must put it down this way."
Then, according to present-day in-
struction, they put the quotient above
the dividend and set the remainder in
the little crook on the right formerly
occupied by the quotient.. Before these
eccentricities of modern education the
parent sits amazed and helpless, trying
to prepare himself for the next innova-
tion, which will probably be to make
the figures upside down.
FASHIONS IN HARNESS.
gorses of the Present Day Hot
Tricked Out as in Former
Times.
Probably not half a dozen horses are
oomparisoned to-day as they were 20
years ago, says Country Life in Amen.
ea. Harness in this coustry then was
distinctly American in type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but if
that harness, whether for gig or car-
riage, were to be seen on the drive or
In the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although it was
then considered the proper thing
Whatever may have been our opinion.
then, we now know what is right. It
was only a matter of education and we
were apt scholars. A score of years
ago the horse show descended upon
us and found us with good native
horses and poor native harness. It
was apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
one or two animals were shown in
English harness the "something
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
no sooner recognized than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dress
of the speedway horse, the English
type of harness is used everywhere.
MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
-----
That Made from Walrus Hide,
Which It Takes Years
to Tan.
"We have had," said a dealer, "wal-
rus leather two inches thick, such
being worth about $500 a side, bring.
lag, as it does, $2.60 a pound.
"It takes_four or five years  to tan
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and perfectly
tanned the raw strip left in the middle
will turn as hard and smooth as iron
"It takes two on three years to tan
inch thick walrus, and the leather of
that thickness calls for $1.25 a pound,
three-quarter inch walrus, bringing n
cents a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather is used chiefly for
polishing purpose, by manufacturing
Jewelers. It is cut into discs, whieh
are mounted as wheels. Walrus is a
durable leather and it is especially
desirable in this use because It pol•
Ishee without scratching."
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigations of Deposits in This
Country.
The geological survey has issued a
supplementary report on its investiga-
tion of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and information nor how valya-
hie the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the experimental work
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected to run the
party. Since the first report on the
work was made, the investigation has
been priacipally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
le. Inquiries have been addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
cles, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with in the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
had been found for timenite, but on re-
ceipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories It was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
manufacture.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contain a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Modes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differ.mces between
Canadians and Americana a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
fidence of the average American wom-
an, as she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degenerAcy of conversation into
story-telling—these daracteristics are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civiliza-
tion, though in some ways rapidly as-
similating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and leas nervous than the American.
This Is particularly applicable to the
women, whose move -c:3 and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look le the eyes which
marks so maay Americans.
"It may be that the colder climate
exercises some moderVing influence
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies in the feet that
bred; there are few hrge cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up a more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible in New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there is no class of
millionaires dominating 'society' and
making the form and pace for servile
Imitation among the less wealthy
classes.
•"Hunting and fishing, with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere.
most Canadians are country born and
ly gambling and spectatorial habits.
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal cooduct their business
life more quietly than cities of eorre-
spopncling caliber in the United States."
Marriage Licenses Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Windsor, reports
that the secretary's department of the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at frontier points in that prov-
fi,w Mt A
side, which is a nourishing business,
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not he issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is that the li-
censes should not be issued to people
who are not bona fide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling. License issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally suf-
fer financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Analysis.
"Micky, -wot Is a philanrroplatt"
"Well, It's like thls—If I were to
swipe a quarter from ye when ye
wasn't lookin', an' den offer to give
ye a dime, If ye'd promise to buy a
toot'brush wit It, I'd be one of them
things."—Life.
The Division.
Edicar—In winter the Ice man has
my sympapthy.
Oscar—And the coal
money.—Town Topics,
man map
-
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will Possess the greatest floating
dock in the world. It is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of
95,000 tons. Its length will be 520
feet.
Medical Congress.
A congress of medical men is goon
to be held in Paris to.deilse means for
putting a stop to the Illegal competi-
tion of "witch doctors," bone setters,
faith healers, and eim7 kind of medi-
al "crack.",
neuaeraaareenearessmark...i_
YOUR CORR LTONDENCE
BY USING THE
*
"UNDERWOOD"
Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which if your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
CENT _o UIS ALL IT WILL COST Y011•! write for our big F ZE BICYCLE catalogueshowing the most complete line of high-gradeBICYCLES, TIRES mud SUNDRIES at PILI t KaBELOW any other niattufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO iliCT EturA BICYCLE
Notion the thick rubber tread
"A" and punoture strips "B"
mad "D." also Mem strip "IR"to prevent rim cutting. Thistire will outlast aa ether
seeine-aorr, 10 seaLABE RIDINO-
tivrffilsirpeRtil reity of rubber, width never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
g Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
without allowing the air to escape We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice Ins whole Demon. They weigh no more thanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the trez...1. That "Holdheg Beck" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphaltor soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" treed which prevents all air from beingsqueezed out between the tire and the read thusoverroming all inaction. The regular price of thUrea is flip per pair, but for odvertteing purposes we are making • viW, al f to the ridef only tato per pair. All order' shipped day ktter is reader& We shcfrFnceon aYou do not pay a cent until you have and found them strictly as ted.We will allow • sash dlosonat of 5 per neat (thereby making the price 84.5 per pair) if youFULL CASH WITH ORDER and ewame this !advertisement. We will also mud one nick,slued beam head pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these inpuncture closers to be used in case of intimacies' knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be retat OUR =pease if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly reliable and money seat to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,11111ker. prole or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
=them any tire you have ever used or sera at any price. We know that you will be so well pleasedtires, you will find- that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and lookthat Whale you want a bicycle you win give your order. We want you to send us • small trialeviler at seek hence this remarkable tire aim
heels. saddles, psdals, parts and fetirs, andnA.11171R- BRA be:eileyth"liFin the bicycle line are meld by us at hailtheastialcharged by dealers and repair men. e for our big SUNDRY catalogue.Do Dor w but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING •AIT bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new andwonderful offers we are making. It only coats • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
•from covi
at .14y pr leoor on any until ylti have received our complete Free Cate,locaes illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grarbbicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable I.014PRICES rc.k1 wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factorydirect to rider with no middlemen's profits.
Mar amp ON APPROVAL without a mat ifejorr, Pay the Freight and*allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which rut otherbouse in the world will do. You will leers everything and get much valeable information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • RhAit. Argot in every town and can offer an opportnnit3to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.$8,.50 rUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES Ii)AN. a it)
*8.50 p, r txur. 
.80To Introdsam
We Will Sall
Toss a Sample 
SAILS, TACK3
OR 01.111$
WONT I.PtaIP for 08.4y OUT THE All
(CASH WITI4 ORDER 54.50
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No dangler from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs dew is Waal ow Over
Seventy-lye Teemed pairs said led year.
MEAD CYCLE 001110111Y, MUM ILIA
i
Next loWashingOishos
, :The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of den
several fires and Alic_sietcpinc_up of the ashes. _and duas---they-t"•-
- duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water orStearft SystemP
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky A7anisa.
Paducah Transfer Company
ascot voratsdla
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilitiesifor Office
landling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe,
A nd liouseholdMoods. Both 'Phones,
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
saauelaktimesasisismus.
4
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THE REGIS FER tinue 
opposing them and they will
win McCracken easily. If Senator
es.  McCreary expects to do anything in
PUBLISHED Pv THE the first district he had better cut
REGISTER ritzWSPAPER CO. loose from Woodson, for our; people,
(Incorporated) like the Owensboro people are find-
At Register Isumnitg, 523 Broadway. ing out a few things.
JAMES E. WILHELM,
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as aecond-clasa mail matter.
President.. It is a fact now generally knovin in
this city that the News-Democrat is
a corporation paper through and
One Year  .$5-n0
Six Months  2.5o
Three Montan;  1.25
One Week  at,
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, May xj,•1906.
NThenever a corporation
stock.holder or anyone else
statement lhat The Regster
useci as a tool 'by anyone,
liar, and knows he is lying
says Ten months ago the owners
of The Register contributed to a fund
to procure municipal ownership sta-
tistics, to be used in educating the
public on that question And while
on the subject, the editor of this pa-
per will take .advantage of the op-
portnnity to publicity thank the gen-
eral manager of one of the largest
corporations in the city, for the gift
of a fatr.work just Pubtished on "Mu-
nicipal Ownership in Great Britian,r'
wlainh 'in our opinion, is published in
fthe interest df the corporations own-
ing public utilities in America.
We propose to read the book be-
cause we do not object to reading
both sides of any question. This is
a free and independent country and
ever mink' has the right speak
truth, but not to ,lie.
through, and when Woodson poses as
a representative of democracy he but
acts the. hypocrit, tut the point with
our people is this, the advocates of
municipal ownership may expect the
bitter and vindictive opposition of
that paper, and if the people of this
Ci ty continue to supply that paper
with a club to use on them, then they
are but the fools that a certain al-
derman seems to think they are. As
that paper has not gained a single
pronounced victory since it has been
in this city, we feel that the advocates
of municipal ownership are to be con-
gratulated over the opposition of the
Paducah News-Democrat, one of the
chief stockholders of which is presi-
dent of the Paducah Traction com-
pany and a stockholder in the Pa-
ducah Water company.
The Letter From a Mechanic.
In this issue of The Register is a
communication from "A Voter and
Taxpayer" on the position taken by
some of the aldermen on the question
of submitting the pfoposition of
bonds for a water and light ptant to
the people, that hits the nail on the
head. The writer of the communi-
cation is a skilled mechanic at the
Illinois Central shops, and clearly
shows that he is posted on the ques-
tion under discussion.
As stated in these columns a few
days ago, the mechanics or working
people of this country, as a rule, are
the best posted men on public affairs,
to be found.
Many of them are close students
to of political economy, and in a discus-
sion or debate they deal with more
powerful facts than the man who
champions the cause of the corpora-
tions. 'Corporations stand for a mo-
The advocates of municipal owner- nopoly of all benefits, 'while those on
ship are to be congratulated over the the other side stand for the people
opposition of the Paducah News- having a share of the benefits. The
Democrat. The chief owner of that conflict is corporate greea of the few
paper lives in Owensboro and the rot versus good to the masses. And the
that ie now appearing in- the.editorial most amdzing thing in this country
columns of that paper are but a re- is the impudence of some men and
hash of what appeared in his Owens- nes% simpers, who attempt to make the
boro paper-that bitterly fought that people believe that it is better for
Congratulating City Ownership
vocates.
officer,
makes a
is being
he is a
when he
Ad.
city inning bonds for a water works the people to pay a corporation 135
*plant. cents for an electric light then it is
In spite of the malicious and con- for the city to furnish them to the
temptible warfare waged by that pa- people at 25 cents and still have profit
Per. the citizens of Owensboro voted enough to pay all expenses of the
the bonds, fought the case to the plant.
eupreme court of the United States Alderman Palmer does not believe
and that tribunal decided that Owens- in buying lights for tis mill .from a
boro not only had the right to vote corporation for the reason 
that he
the bowels but also to build another can save money by it. But 
las thou-
plant. -The water works company sands of people in this city cannot af
-
and the Owensboro Messenger ford to own a private plant 
they pro-
fought the city to the bitter end and pose to join in and erect a plant
now that city has laid -its own mains themselves and thereby get 
the same
and last Monday water was pumped benefit or saving derived 
by Alder-
into them for sprinkling purposes, the man Palmer by owning his 
owsi plant.
old corers:any not beinit disposed to As M. Palmer believes i
n ethicat-
do the square: thing, and according to ing. the people, especially the 
working
the Owensiroto Inquirer, the city class it will no doubt be 
interesting
would nut have the old* plant as a for him to explain why he 
believes
gift, and even the city, in a few in a private plant for himself, and i
s
months from now, begins to supply opperied to the taxpayers of 
Pa4nca:1
consumers, :the old company can get snyn'tig their own plant.
ready to ge-, uut of business. This If Mt. Palmer will agree
is thoireerwl'Editot_Wcodsoti at his
home towll'.srn lighting mateicipal n-
ership. for Owensboro now has two
systems of minter works anti means
dead low rates for the constmers of
that city.
Wiriodscn fought hard to perpetuate
the holdof the old cetnpany lint be
lost, and he is now opening rUS mud
batteties on The advocates of mu-
mope' ownership in -Paducah. The
people of Oweneboro have the ad-
vantawe of Padtmeh, in "knowing that
"distinguisheor editor so mach better. If *Ay one 1.,elieves that munitipial
-While lee is the democratic national owner-4-6p) in Great Eritian is the
.committeeman for Kenna:Icy ye) it failure the corporations, attempt to
is a fact that Owensboro has been make at, all he Sas to dio is to read
.,,thenged 'from' - a democratic city to this; .
rit publican city. 'Mutt has -Paduciii
done? It has also changed from -.a
democratic city to a repaint-an city.
and \ e will !rankly say that 'Wood-
son's tirand new democracy has done
much towards making This city re-
publican. 'His great unpopularity is
beat shown in Mai fact tlet he prom-
ised Joe Biackbursi ItIcCraeken conn-
ty last year, and while Illackbrwn
could have won in this county in a
walk the Anti-Woodenti denmerats
dropped all interest its' Blackburn
Judge Paynter received MeCraeken's
vote. If the Frankiort methine wants It is greatly to 'be feared
this county next year all it .has to do Dowie will not take the same route
ie to get the News-Democrat to con• n#11 the other Elisha,
to take
the stamp we agree to get a ligolttn or
two mechanics from the shops of the
city, either one of whom will debate
the question with Ism and demonstrat e
to the ,pablic that wealth or social
position is not esseetial to goodecom-
mnii sound sense.
Let the ,champiaws of the corpor:
ations read the letter from "A Voter
and Taxpafee," and ji they desire to
anti-seer him we will cheerfully give
these space iii The Register. --
'Gas, 01-11(anc1ienter, coses the con-
sumer two shillings and fourpences
or about Stifty-seves cents /per thous-
and cubic feet. Tee net profits of
the Manchester Gas departsnent last
year were £66,o08 43204; and of
this sum a little more than $29o,000
was turned over to the city hand "in
Aid of rates."
The douma has decided to dis-
with the 'czar's council. An
society has been endeavoring
with the czar for several
print
bier
I' dispense
yew-1. s
that
A 'Criticism of the Aldermen
A WELL KNOWN MECHANIC CHARACTERIZES THE ACTION
OF THE THREE ALDERMEN ON THE WATER AND LIGHT
. PROPOSITION, ASIAN INSULT TO THE VOERS FO PADU-
CAH-
Editor Morning Register:—
Please allow me space in the Reg-
ister to say a few words in regard
to- the stand some of our aldermen
have taken relative to the light and
water question.
Now one of them has, in an inter-
view, intimated that the majority of '
Paducah citizens are not capable of
self government, and is in favor of
denying • them their constitutional
rights until they can bei educated,
Ii suppose by corruption and coer-
cion, as these are .the usual educa-
tional weapons needed by corpora-
tions against the people's rights.)
This is not only un-American, but
a direct insult to the coters of Pa-
ducah.
In regard to their proposition to
get a petition signed by tax-payers,
allow me to say that every man in
Paducah who rents a house to live
in. buys groceries or clothing is a
tax-payer, and the burden of taxation
falls heavier on him than on the
property owner or merchant; for he
not only pays the taxes and interest
on money invested in the house he
rents, but must also pay the mer-
chants' tax and buy their automo-
biles.
Rest assured, Mr Alderman, the
laboring class and a majority of the
best, citizens are wide awake to their
interests and the welfare of our city
and need no education from corpora-
tions.. We are suffering from an
overdose of that now.
We know when the city owns its
light and water we will not be com-
pelled to set aside a slash fund to
corrupt our councilmen and alder-
men to vote to' our interest, and then
charge it tip to the consumer, as the
majority of corporations do.
We want lights so cheap that all
can afford them and not keep them
;se a_ luxury. Very few laboring men
can afford lights at ten cents per
kilowatt, and all can have them at
OA cents per kilowatt, for it has
been proven they can be furnished at
this pf ice.
Gentlemen, permit me to remind
you that you were not elected to dic•
tate to the people what they want,
You were elected to serve the epople
and give them what the majority
ii ants, and the only way to find out
what they want is to refer to a vote
of the people. If you believe they
are not intelligent enough to look
after their own interests, the only
honorable thing for you to do is to
resign. And if you persist in de-
priving the people of their constitu-
tional rights, they should rise en
masse and demand your resignation.
A VOTER AND TAXPAYER.
Burning at the stake is brutal, now serviog a life sentence in the
heathenish, sickening, but most of us Eddyville penitentiary for murder,
'would forget our gentleness, our "T'd was convicted Friday of 
the
i murder of 'Ben Shirley, a fellow-con'-
civilization, and wonld require noth-
!vice and given the death penalty.
ing to settle our stom-aas to view the The question of whether or not he
roasting of such a fiend, who brained 'eau be tried without being pardoned
and then burned the old ministen l for his first offense will be raised,
his wife and seven children near Pen-
l
and there are those who think he
r.acola, Fla., Tuesday_ cannot. This is one doubt, however.
that he should have the belefit of.
Mexico. state
uses,
 
gold ore
folks say the
money.
Telegraphic reports from New
that a certain railroad
for ballast. And some
railroads are losing
'The poor,
No Whiskey in Prescrintions.
The physicians of Lance-scr have
decided not to write preset.' itions fo7
whisky in the future, the fell wave
of reform having strucle t!.e capital
of Garrard with telling fore... and the
"lid is on." The following card has
is forced to raise the price of gasoline been issued by the doctors: It has
to raises funds to defend sundry suits been reported that the physicians of
brought by heartl-ss and unfeeling Lancaster have solicited the taking
people against this "good citizen." net of whiskey license by the drug-
gists. We, the endersigotd, em
pliatically deny that we have asked
+ anyone to take out license, and fur-
.
OTHER COUNTRIES + ther pledge ourselves to write no
HEARD FROM. whiskey prescriptions under any cir-
cumstance, whatever. J. A. Amon,
M. Ti., W. Burgett, M. D., J. B. Kin
nard. M. D.. J.' S. Bosley. M. D.. J.
M. Acton, M. D.—Danvillc Advocate.
persecuted Standard Oil
A genuine lock of Charlie
Dickens' hair sold for $.ao and every
time Mr. Rockefeller thinks of it he
realizes that one way of adding to
his income is forever closed to him
—Hopkinsville New Era.
The ladies in Kansas cannot vote
for governor, so that Gov. Hoch will
never know whether he did right or
not when he failed to get that kis..
—Philadelphia Press.
An artist says sthat .Mr. Roche-
CITY'S ELECTRIC
LIGHT PLANT
Immediately a Date Will Be De-
cided Upon For the jr;int Con-
ference of Autho.:.lea.
Chairman Earl Palm. a, of the
sIdermanic light commie. e, will re -
tent today from a sevt...; days ab-
feller's ideas of art arc crude. Yet sence from the city, and sumediately
hn DS has done a little work in coon his arrival there el!l be se-
oil that was quite refined.—Philadel-
phia North American.
lected a date on which .L meeting
will be held by the join light com-
mittee of the public leeidators and
Mark Twain is said to do 'mostni the board of public wea ka for the
his literary work in bed. He probe! purpose of seeing what machinery is
ably finds it much easier lying at !necessary to put the municipal light
full length.—Washington Post. plant in proper condition so as to
I care for the city's street lighting.
There is ea suspicion that a preei- tottil the bond issue question that
rieesael bee ia saying honeyed things will be submitted to the people at
to "Uncle Joe. Constitu-"—Atlantn next November election is
tion, 
 de-
, tided. •
1=.1.•••11111MMm Yesterday afternoon, (bring !lie!
If Speaker Cannon's prediction- meeting, the board of works talked
:bout the laggard adjournment of :over the matter and signified its
cingress is confirmed, out legialative readiness for the joint conference as
statesmen are likely to undergo some soon as the light committee is ready
unpleasant teats of the qualities of to Meet them, as they are desirous
Washington as a summer/ resort.— of effecting something definite along
this line very soon. being in posi-
tion to thoroughly understand the
'There must be- a lot of girls in the    sr this drepat.smesaL whish
East who, when they react of the in eperated solely tinder heit charge.
crease in marriages in San Francisco The board of works and joint corn -
as a result of the earthquake. , will mittee were directed by the other
wish some such seismic conv4Ision I city 'authorities to go ahead and see
would hit this part of the country what is necessary in the way of new
if it would have the same' effect mm oeechanical acquistions for the power
the matrimonial market. — plant. Mr. Palmer announced be-
fore 'departing from the city that as
soon as lie returned he would con-
fer with the other committeemen
and board of works, and call the
meeting for whatever time is desired.
As it is urgent that haste be adopt-
ed the probabilities are the Meeting
will be held tomorrow night.
Tt is believed that the officials
witt send for some electrical expert
The Main Trouble, to come here and look over the ores-
Lots of people have better stories ent plant in order to see what is
than those we see in the papers of necessary to put it- in good condi-
men who have become famous. Ti'.' tion for the time being, and then
trouble with most people is that they notify the authorities to this effeet,
never get enough of a reontatym to so they can make purebasee accnr(1-
cret them into print.—Jacksonville lesty.
(Ill.) Commercial.
Hartford Times.
delpItia Frese.
_ 
This is the season of the year
esehen the "tree lover," who katerws
nothing about emetic and her ways,
gets out his awe and saw and pro-
ceeds to massacre his trees, under
the delusion that he is "pruning"
thetn.—New York Evening Mail.
"Blind Joe" Ill.
One Man Who Won't Ask a Pardon. "Blind Joe" Mangers', the talent, '
'(Frankfort State Journal.) violinist is confined, in a ward e'
Ben Huffaker is one convict who Riverside hospital with an attack of
'will not insist on a pardon. He is malarial fever that is not very ser- ' 3; 3°
\se. 
--enelerler 
tons. The attending physicians be-
lieve he will be able to get out
next week, if nothing more develops
for the worse.
CUPID SMILES ON MAY BRIDES
Mrs. Mary Hammonds and Mr. James
a very winsome, sweet and attractive
young lady.
The groom is connected with the
Ferguson-Palmer milling establish-
ment on South Third street, and quite
a thorough and reliable young lumber-
man.
The couple left 'last
their northern bridal tour,
they return in two
the that building.
Married at Courthouse.
Mrs. Mary Hammonds of this city
and Mr. James lift King, of Bay City,
III., were married at 5 o'clock yes-
terday afternon at the court house
by Rev. W. E. Cave. The couple go
to the groom's honue to take up their
residence.
Other Events.
Tomorrow evening the Second
Baptist chrch ladies give an ice cream
social at Ninth and Ohio,
Miss Nellie Hedden and Mr. Wm.
Renton. of- the Mt. Zion section,
be married. next Sunday at the resi-
dence of Rev. T. B. Rouse of Lone
Oak.
Mansfield Missing.
Yesterday Chief Collins had all his
men looking for Wm. Mansfield, fore-
King Married. man of the. box and basket jactorys
of near the Union depot the matt hay-
Yesterday afternon at 4:3o o'clock ing mysteriously disappeared the day;
Frederick Clarke Lang were married before from his home. As yet he
at the bride's residence in the Coch-
ran tia,ts at Ninth and Mionroc strets
the- seremon-y being perfumed by. Rev.
W. E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian
church in presence of the family and
just a few friends. He has been sick for the past few•
The bride is the pretty and popular days, and Tuesday morning left home
daughter of Mrs. Myrtis Nelon and saying lie was going to see his phy-
sician down in the city. This was the
last seen of him, and the family being
unable to find the man or learn the
cause of absence, sought assistance
from the police who have yet accomp-
fished' mulling. Mansfield- had San sin
money and a Sioo watch on him
evening on when he disappeared. His family
from which fears something has befallen him, as
weeks to reside at his home and business relations are
the best.
has not been found. •lifiansfield is 27,
years old, resides at oeith and Jones
street with his wife and two children,
while his mother, Mrs. Nona Mans-
field lives at 627 South Ninth street.
Gambling Charged.
Ed Holland and John Turner, col-
ored, employes of the New Richmond
hotel. were Si-rested by Officer Cross
on the charge of gambling. Robert
Diggs was included in the same war-
rant. hut his not yet been caught.
The charge was lodged by Fannie
Ruff, colored, who lives on Monroe
near Second street. It seems she is
the sweetheart of one of the men and
having a falling otit 'with him got
the warrant, so the claim is ma
THE DAY OF
OPPORTUNITY
Is just as important to prepare for as the "Rainy
Day." If you have the "Ready Money" you are
prepared for trouble or for a good business
chance. Start a savings account at this bank
and before you know it you will have the "Ready
Money." We pay 4 per cent. interest com-
pounded twice a year.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 BROADWAY.
-ISM=
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
$0.1111,641111111111111611111■111111111111111111.
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND -THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WS
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; dues not be-
come dark and discolored
. . . . Cisr ME TELLYOU WORE Auntrr IT t
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 16o9 TRIMBLE .ST., PADUCAH, KY.
MIL, nom & co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K
PADUCAH vs CAIRO
At League Ball Park.
MAY 15, 16 and 17
General admission 25 cents; grand stand 35 cents; box /teats 6o cents;
Tickets on sale Smith & Nagel's, Fourth and Broach/ay. Time called at
ir CallISIMMI111111.1111.11.11mail
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PADUCAH WON
WITH .A .CRIPPLED TEAM THE
LOCALS DEFEAT
.CAIRO.
The Game Mu ...Close and Interest-
fag, and the Indians Hammered
sold .Victory.
Cairo
Danville
Jacksonville 
..1.34114tOon • • •
How They Stand:
W. L. Per.
Paducah .......  .11 3 .786
Vincennes to 4 .714
7 7 .500
 6 8 .429
•4 8 .333
2 10 176
Results Yesterday.
Paducah, (e, Cairo, 5.
Vincennes, TO; Jacksonville, 7.
Danville, 3; Mattoono 0
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Paducah. •
Danville at Mattoon.
Vincennes at Jacksonville.
Firet-inhing.
Long doubles to eight and ,-ce-nter;
Larsen singles to center; Wolfe starts
the Indians on error playing by pop-
ping safe to Wilgus. and Wilgus
throwing wild -to 'Wetzel lets 2 runs
in; Roland singles safe to left and
center, brings in another run foe vis-
itors; Dithridge out, Wilgus' tit Hass:
Conklin out to sCentiluta
•fouls out to Cbenault.
McClain out to 'Dithridge: Haas
singles to center; Wttzel singles tale
to 3rd: Haas scores on Wolfe's throw
to second; Ames • push$
strikes.
Out oil
Second inning
Bissell fouls out ao'Wletzel; Christ-
ian grounds out, 'Wetzel to Haas;
Long out, Ames to 'Haas.
Taylor singles ilifough second;
Perry fouls out to Conklin; Miller
hit to Roland, tags Taylor; M. Miller
stole second; Chetranit walks; Wil-
lem; walks, with bases hill. 2 outs;
McClain knocks thaw base hit to
reenter, could have come in home
but would not take tisancee; Haas
out, Dithridge to Connors.
• Third Inning.
i Larsen out to Ames; Wolfe but to
Haas; Roland flys out to Taylor.
Vv'etiel singles through second;
Wet re walks io and. Christian balks;
Ames singles. stole seeond; Wetztl
steals .11(*nre. Wolfe drops bill; Tay-
Inr tried bunt. Taylor grounds to
Dithridge. Dithridge heided home
and refired Ames; Terry' hit safe to
abort, forced Taylor at 2nd; M. Mil-
ler foils °Alt to Connors.
Fourth Inning.
Ilithritige flys oirt to McClain
Conklin out to McClain-; Connor. out
to tiaas.-
Cheitatilt grounds eon. Roland
,Connors: Wetzel flys net to Roland:
- Mt-Chain -hits ia-fe to right; Hoes
missies safe to cent-r: Wetzel' hut by
pitelas8 hall With babes fI aid
outs; Amu, foul tip; all •dic.
Fifth Inning.
IttoeT1 grounds safe to Peres ;
Christian pops safe to Witten.; 'WO-
sus thr4sie s add to second; Long out
to NroChirin :Larsen to first on 'Ames'
error keg jo sine rim; Wolfe out so
Perry! Roland out, Ames to Haas. ,
Taylor cacti out on strikes; Perky
• singles safe to right and center, Mil-
ler flys out to Mort; Chesradlt oat.
Roland to Connors.
41,
insulting remark to them about that
day's game Land knoekted The negro
down but the (lark)' came track with
a knife and cut the catcher over the
eye, severing an artery tint bled vro-
fit.ely. ()tiler negro' s (-eine to the
darkvc assistance. hut Land pqt them
to flight. Ile is not hurt badly her
will be 'Mt of OW game for several
days.
Vincennes. tot Jacksonville, y• Animal With Broken Nose
Jacksonville, Ill.. May 16.-TT11e Breathing Problem in
ganae,today...xesulted as follow*: Unique Way.
-
Vincennes t3 3
Jacksonville  
4. 6 2 un the streets of Kennett any day
Batteries—liege, Lindley and iiElt; may be seen a hog, about nine
months old, carrying in its mouth aWallace Whitley and MattesOn. block of wood, a bone or a brickbat,
Danville. 3; Matt ueually larger than an egg, says aoons,
slatt•sm. Ill., May 16.--Today's Kennett, Mo., letter. A closer ex-
game was a pitcher's battle. lamination will show that the hog's
gliE'snout has been broken in such a way
3 6 r: that it cannot breathe through it,;
0 4
 
t nose. All the air of its lungs must
go through its mouth. The object it
Grover Land Cut. arries in its mouth keeps its jaws
News from Nfilwaiikee, Wis., isahat $ apart and saves it the exertion of
Smolay night o er Land. the base- s doing that important office with its
ball catcher, was cut over the eye by. muscles.
a strange negro in a tight there. When the hog wants to tat, it
Land was catcher for L'aducah's,d ment a "going concern." I know arops its block. and when it has fin •
)(sungleans last year. hut is this-ssassualsith jilted its meal it picks up its block. man who in the lao twenty
Toiedo. Ohio. AmeriCan- teaguel If some other hog, or dog, has dis_ years leo( pm-chased these the
club. He ws walking along the street !turbed it and it can't find the block !best farms in the Shenandoah Valley.
of Milwatikee with two other 113143'ers the hog hunts around until it fines
••1 his team. cslon a negro *made all smother one, which it puts in position
Ind goes on its way.
Some may question 'this story. but
4 tan he proven true by any busi-
ness man on Kennett's public square.
The hog is also here to prove it. and
has been during the past month or
two. It belonged to W. 0. Harkey. SUNDAY RIVER OUTINGHe gave it to Henry Allen and the
latter turned it out. to take spot luck A fine pleasure trip is (Whirred the
With other hogs and cows that were people of Paducah Sunday.' Mav
violating the ordinances of this town. Iaoth, by the steamer George Cowl-
Nigger With Big .Gun. Does a hog reason? ing. The boat leaves wharf at 9e30
a. m. for Metropolis, and at a 0. in
The fish landed and sold in the for Metropolis and Joppa. Whit,
Laat night the poSce were. sum-
oned to the extreme end of West
'Monroe street by the report that
How did he manage it? By working
seven days a week in New York for
$35 a week and hoarding 11;r; salary.
His dinner consisted l‘f a siice of
apple pie and a glass of milk, with is
5-cent cigar for desert.—New York
Press.
ITithridge to 
'Conklin liner 2nd. safe o Joe Williams, colored., had 
shot British markets last year were val. people only. Retures at 6:343 p. ni.t eat; tbrze
Conmirs studs soft liner to center; times through the door of a 
colored *old at $50.000.000. Round trip.
Bissell fans; Cheistian fans. woman residing there. 
Patrolman
'Wilgus out. Roland ' to cjimuors.; Clark, went out. hut Williams had
to righs 
Mc 
field.
• of a doifbre tenement out that way.
Williams' fathet lives in one side 
trClain out to 7./ithridge; Haas oat gime and could not be located.
Seventh inning.
asth "Inning.
out, Perr)
over
Padt'cah— AB.R:BH.PO.A.E. ODD FREAK OF A LUNATIC
NIk1Clain lf 502300
Haas lb 5 i 2 13 0 0 -Crawls Two Miles With a Broken
Wetzel 31) ... .. , 3 1 2 2 2 o Leg and Tells a Pipe Story. -,, iip ()Lust Companies That Transfer
Ames 26 4 0 1 I .2 Cases to Federal Courts.1
4 '0 1 2 0 I Richmond, Ind., May 16. Police
M. !stiller rf 
Justice
  It ..4 I 2 1 4 0 headquorters were notified that an Washington, May 16.
3 e 0 0 0 0 automibile accident had occurred Peckham Monday delivered the opin-
Chenault c 3 -1 0 5 0 0 west of the city and that one of the ion of the- s•uprente envie --4--- the
Wilgus p 3 1 1 0 2 2.occupants, who had been dangerous- United States in the use of the
  ly injured, was at the home of a Travelers' Life Insurance Company
4 farmer. Several police officers and v s. the insurance commissioner of
score by innings. / • :the department surgeon were rushed the State of Ventucky in favor of
eInnings— _t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 IS---RHE to else 
place. In tik house of *farm- th state.
Cairo .. ..3 o o o o o 1 er named White the officers'Imind a The case invoBsed the 
constitutiOn-t o--S
Paducah ...1 3 I 0 0 0 o 1 x-6 it 
7 1
4 man stretched out on the floor suf- ality of the state law authorizing the
Earned runs—Cairo t; Paducah fering great agony. His leg • was revocation of permits given to for -
To wo base hits—Long. I fractured and his body badly bruised. eign insurance .companies to do bus
Stolen bases—Wetzel, Ames, Perry.
i•
The stranger gave his name as ness in he state when companies re.
M. Miller. Robert Hightauer, his residence as move to the federal courts cases
Three base hits—McCain. Connors Marion, and he explained to the offi- brought against them in the state
Sacrifice hits—Wolfe, Dithridge, M. tees that in running his automobile courts. The court held that such a
Miller. ! rapidly he had been ditched. He law covers.a right which a state may
Bases on balls—Off Christian 2.. !said the wrecked machine was near properly exercise.
- SOurlt out—By •Chriatians at by the farmhouse and he pleaded with, Justice. Peckham- said that a- state
Wilgus, 4. the officers to find it and see that may refuses to permit an outside corn -
Hit by pitche ball—Wetzel. it was taken care of. pany to do any business within itsd 
Left on bases—Cairo, 6; Paducah 8. While the police surgeon was set- I borders. lie therefore held that the
Time of game-1:59, ting the man's broken leg the offi- state law is not in conflict with the
Umpire—Veach. cers started out to find the machine. federal` cinstitution. Justice Day
They failed to get even a trace of it read a dissenting opinion in which
A fairly good• crowd was out at and returned. The stranger insisted Justice lierlan concurred.
the park yesterday. I that they should again attempt to
The feature of yesterdays game find it and announced that he would
was MeClain's threec base hit to cen- give a reward of Poo. "I'll also pay
ter field, With three big Indians on the surgeon $1,000 if he puts my leg One man had just told the story
the sacks. in good shape," reclared the injured involving a suggestion to the conchic-;
Wilgtis was responsible for four man, "for I've money in plenty and tor of a slow train to take the cow-
visitors' runs. wild throw to second some to spare. All I want is good satcher off the locomotive and at-
and 1 one to third. ti eatment." Further search failed to tach it to the rear of the train, on
Terrific hitting for the locals won, reveal the wrecked automobile and the theory that the train couldn't
their game. the stranger then insited that some possibly run over a cow and that a
We look for a fine game this after- miscreant had carried it away, cow might stray into the :l ar door
noon as it will be the last (sae fori The officers returned to Richmond of the last coach and bite the pas-
fifteen (lays on home grounds. 1 with the injured man and started to sowers if not restrained by a cow
The Red Skins return to Cairn with the city hospital with • him when catcher' "I saw a man run down
the Hog Wollopere. -.. I word came from the Eastern Indiana by a locomotive once," said a melanI t
KENTUCKY WINS
INSURANCE SUIT
Taylor cf 
Perry ss
Totals— 34
must
home from the Cairos 
(insane hospital that during the night
a
A head-on collision was a stunt at 
male patient named Robert High-
3rd base; Wetzel runs into Conklin, tatter had escaped by jumping from
knockin him hack to the coacher's the third-story window of one of the 
train and walk. He had proceeded
line; kept Wetzel .from making 
g
5 1 v3rd buildings. It then dawned ups about fifteen miles when the train
score. 
on the police that they had been overtook him. He was knocked
cleverly hoaxed. Hightauer had down, and the train, in a leisurely
Ames played second, did fairly
Indians are crippled up eonsidewabel
dbroken his leg an otherwise injured sort of. fashion, proceededd to run
Chitf Lloyd bruised up in the should- himealf in his escape from the hos- 
over him. The man spske a few
eer; Gilligan having chills; South an8 Pital and then had crawled a distance 
Ivords and expressed the wish that
Tadlock with sore mime, all out of the of nearly two iniles. Hightauer was 
“.000 accident insurance that he car-
game !returned to the hospital. 
ried be given to his sweetheart, But
the e
Locals did some extra good playing! 
poor girl never got th money.
in the second game with the Toads. f HA• S LABOR 
Pefore the engine got up to the
man's knees rheumatism set in. and
The score should have beton six
to one in the Indian's favor. SAVING DEVICE 
the poor fellow died a natural death.
Ti being an accident -;•)',""
couldn't collect the money."—Kansas
City Star. 
•
Danville ....
Mattoon •
rt .37 to
while a- colored woman lives on the
Long fans; Lareeei out to Taylor; otheoside. Williams and his wife went
Wolfe grounds out to Haas. out to see the fornier'a father, and
Wetzel out, Conktlin to Connors; having .some trouble with the neves!'
Ames out on strikes; Taylor flys out residing next door. Ce man pulled
a
Eighth bitting.
Roland -out. Perry t.s Haas: Dith-
ridge flys safe to M. :Willer; Conklin
out, Weetzel to Haas; Connote' long
drive to right puts him tO third sack:
Bissell out. Perry to Hoas.
Petry hits safe to eeteer; 'Miller
sacrifices. Roland to Conseoes; ,Perry
steals third; Chenault out,.,:14) Con-
nors; Perry comes home si,efer W4-
gum hits safe over short's bend; Mc-
Clain safe to 1st on Rola icantlile;
Haas ont to Riaschl.I
4
Ninth Inning.
Christian fans; Long out, 'Perry to
.141a0; Larsen out Wilgus to Haas.
Cairo , AB.R.BH.P0.A.E.
Long et 5 I' 0 sa ss"
Larsen rf 5 t . 0 T 0
Wolfe 'e ..... t so 5 1. 0
Roland zh 4 0 a \II
Dithridge se  1 1 ta • 0
CObk1111 3b  o I ft: 0
Consors tb 4 0 0,0 0
Bissell If 4 t I tO n
Christian p 
Totals-
4 o o o o o
— — — '•-•4"4 _ I,ottie. He was Home better mitt.- LENDLER &-.LYDON36 5 7 24
the door, but fortunately hit no one.
Knock in Head.
'Henry 'Williams, colored, was ar-
rested last night by Officer Goitrieux
out about Ninth and Washington.
and' locked up on the. charge of
knocking Wm. Holden, •ce*Ored, ;n
25 cents.
MUST FORCE ARMY
Earl in House of Lords Calls Eng-
land' Defenseless Aeainst Foe.
London, May 16.—In the house of
lords today the earl pi Wemyss and
Nyarch, conservative, called attention
to the question -of home -defense. He
asserted that the country was prac-
tically without an -army and that
there were not sixty up-to-date gees
in the country. The question, he
said, would be solved if the govern-
ment had-the courage ter-adopt the
system of compulsore service at
home and voluntary service abroad.
The earl of Ports uouth, parlia-
mentary secretary' fti.i'the war office.
replying, said that the beovermapept
had a mobilization scheme under
which it was hoped it could mobilize
its forces for defense as quickly as
any continental power. Further
schemes had ,been pt-p: • f,jr tile
defense of British ports, we•cli the,
speaker confidently anticipated
would be placed in a imsition to re- ;
sist any sudden atti ek. In these I
schemes the admiralty, the earl of
Portsmouth said, fully concurred. He
reaffirmed the principle that the
country must look to the navy and
rot to the army for its defense
against invasion.
SERVICE 
RIVING]
Little Coon War.
secee, Natal, May 15.—it is re-
ported that Bambaata, the insurgent
Zulu chief, has crossed into Natal.
Heavy gun firing was heard May 13
from Nkandhla, which
'
recommenced
this afternoon.
Chinese Visit "Uncle."
Complete civilization of the Oeci-
ilental variety has been achieved by
the Chinese residents of New York.
Ihey have learned the art of patro-
nizing the pawnbroker. It took the
easy-going Celestials a long while 6,
appreciate the value of that institu-
tion. Repeated hard knocks from
fate, however, will bring even a
Chinaman to the wont where he ;s
willing to avail himself of whatever
benefits the community has to con-
fer, so by strenuous process he was
induced to investigate the mysteries
of the pawnshop. Having learned
les lesson, he now marches eight up
and strikes a bargain with the man-
ager without a trace of bashfulness.
The only trouble is a Chinaman sel-
dom has any-thing to pawn that the
blokes cares to accept. ...-
There was a time when the Celes-
tial who was hard up could get a
lean on his revolver, but since Tong
riots in the Chinese quarter have be-
come a cinstant menace. every Chine -
man wants kis shooting iron where
he can get at it without going
through the formality of redeeming
it at a pawnshop.
are Chinese 
curiosities,'i ocwheict-leer5, e there
jew-
dry and Chinese silks, and these
tieasures find their way isto pawn-
shop with surprising frcritioncy.—
New York Times.
Canital Will be PI03100.000.
New York, May to.e-The Herald
today says:
It was determined yesterday el'ett
:roo.000,ono shalt ho the cap'''7:1
lion of the new mortgage roan csr
0, ration whieh is to be oreanized
here to advance money roe the re-
heildis of Sin i7rareiseo. The
eromeora of the erterprise at first
',rued that gtoocri.ono einitalizatior
oulf‘providf. arse," -chicle for
handling hendreds 'of millions $if in-
'estirents. hut ' it v. bind that
San Francisco favors a retch larger
eapitalization eis'ees reeortenity for
investment by the Preifir coast.
Hence it is row coesidercd best to
seOitalire for 3' on ^". 9:711
in sebscripti..es reastiee etoorio
cash
To meet the ;el, e'oe• • e eloei
lit ion it is proposed Si Fnelaiel ti re-
duce the cost of a six-word telegram,
incleding the address. to 6 cents.
to You!
Remember it's free. See
this Machine. Read our
offer----A=natural tone
talking and zinging
machine
Solves
choly strenger. "1 .was on the road
from Carbondale to Seigel. At Rich-
land one man decided to get off the
Young Man Astray.
Nothing makes an old man more
sad than a youngstir going astray
to some foreign country, with a few
dollars in his pocket, to make his
fortune. Poor old Sisyphus never
had a harder or more hopeless job.
I would advise all young men, de-
sirous Of making easy fortunes M
Cuba or elsewhere to cling to their
positions in New York until their
crchards have becime profitable. Buy
land, certainly. Buy every acre you
can, Sef bdt 'a billion trees if
on can afford it. But never dream
of going to Cuba unless you have
ample capital to make your invest-
Free
T PLEASES
Phones:.
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD—.
202.R
 4 
'
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE I
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
....World...
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI•
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 7724.
PABST BLUE RIBB01,1
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet
Palmer flotot Par,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
NOTICE.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany o ay;
riflet-3,—Futrell, II. A., Res., Ar-
cadia.
1635— Dimatirt, Maggie, Res.,
Blandville road.
2639—Hamner5 Louis,sRess 904 N.
91 Ii.
ow , I 
2636—Exall, J, K., Res., Empire
Flats.
the head; wit), a piece of Ir,•-m duringCall at nu ratore and hear the at a moment's notice and here yo a citaind Steel Horn with l“ri,,e envoi- 2544—Johnston, Gussie Res.,. Ail
a 'fight yesterday afternoott WO- specially prepared Records of Bands have the best orchestra sit the come i-teerei hell and brass— betaeh-amy, ..-
hams is the negro who killed (reacher !nd 
i .' Tenn. s
J
_ 
'PP. Stories, 
Instrumental Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Of yoe • Horn Connection.
Like other commodities telephoneaboatd the Dick Fowler near o-
. e shir,,':,1:,(1 , Recitations. and assure your- niay wish to leadn a sung and what 1
• Detach Hable orn Supporting Arm. rervice should be paid for accordingIll.. *secret years ago. tl self that thiu is the best offered. You lal tter instructor cats yeu (thee then ,(„Limilall„ se.„.;11, .,,,„1,____
self defense in this case and was ill
missed. 
-
Buy only the Records. ore of the Peerless singers to. plitsiee Nuiseless and pertecily cOnStrUC- (in its worth and value.
a song over and over atom it need ti d Motor.STANDARD TALKING 
Lost His Wallet. be. The 
possibilities of this wonder- Oil tempered bearings that will
MACHINE RECORDS ARE ful little machine for instruction and last a lifetime__
' J. R. George, of the N. C. & St. 1....
railroad local yard force, reported to amusement are endless.FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE An adjustable Speed Screw—
Chief Collins yesterday that he lind AND QUALITY. This Gsapropnone represents one Indestructahle Natural Tone Sound'
lost $7o omit of his hip pocket somel of tope latest achievements of the Box, etc.
where in the yards. Ii he's not yet As a home entertainer it has so Isrgesr and best equipped Talking One Standard Talking Machine
been reenver..”11..  e -goal. The best talent in the coun-IMechine Industry in the world. Free to Every Customer whose Cub supposed to charge and provide in,veue........... , try is brought tight to your
' fire- 
'Therefore
addition,. long distance facilitiesMr. Caldwell Better. I side to while away evenings with ptise and delight the *WO .exactieg See and hear this wonderful insult.
iir
.
 eefr.   its ,reproduction will cur- Purchases amount tO
which will enable you to Teach fiftykfr. it- G. Caldwell continues with cooliesl recitations and songs. An . i fnent and learn how easily you can
;million people from your home.20 attack of, illness at Dawson ir pronsptu dance may be gotten axj The equipment eonsiste of tfrincii 'rhtain one free. I Call 3oo for further information.Springs, but if (lot yet able to come
A Slow Train.
We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the cottnty we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
e telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Cd. is
sie ss COMPANY.Paducah/ Kentucky ,EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
•
NEW FARM
FOR THE POOR
LAIN STRUCTURE, TWO STOR-
IES HIGH, IS FOR KEEPER
WILLIAMS' USE.
The Four Separatc Ward Buildings
Will Be Connected With Main
Structure by Arcades.
'Hie fiscal court went out Tuesday
1., the land bought near Mt. Ken.
tou for the new poor farm, and get-
ting intinonatiait as 10lay of the
grounds, yesterday morning issued
instructions to the architect how to
'draw the plans fur the building to
lit erected upon the land. The
airaughtsman is now busily engage.'
in getting up the drawings and
specifications for the structure, and
expects to have this preliminary
work finished by the first of next
nionth, at which time bids will be
called for from the contractors and
the work awarded.
The magistrates composing the
'fiscal court decided to have the
lnuldiug made "L" shaped, as in this
way one wing of the structure will
face the main county road, while the
other wing faces the road at the
side. This will be the man build-
ing, which is to be two stories in.
leighth built of brick and used by
the poor farm keeper as residence.
.dining hall and other quarters.
There will be tour smaller one
story brick buil(lings connected with
the main buildefg by arcades. One
•-of these smaller structures is for
white female inmates, another for
white males. one for colored females,
and one fin colored males. Them-
-connecting 'arcades will be enclosed
with brick tvalls, and having win-
dows, during the winter months the:
can be used as walkways and recrea-
tion quarters by the inmates who
•cannot get out in the open on ac-
count of the elements.
The porches of all the wards will
lac enclosed and contain windows, so
that during the cold weather the
-,-;atients can lounge or walk
aiound on them, without ex
posing themselves to the elements.
During the summer months the win
clnws on the porches and arcades can
be thrown open.
The magistrates expect to spend
about aitetioo all told, by the time
they get the building completed and
yards put in first class condition.
They get $9,000 for the old poor
farm bitilding on West Tennessee
street, which means that about $7,-
000 in excess of this will have to be
expended. They are desirous of fix-
ing things up in first class shape
now so there will be no additional
expense in this regard for some years
to come.
The buildings will he built on the
little knoll that rises on the land
"thereby giving the structures the
highest elevation possible and also a
stood drainage. By starting the
work some time in June it is be-
lfeved the new farm will be ready
for occupancy by the first of Sep-
tember, at which time the inmates
ei the old farm will be moved out
'to the new place together with
Keeper Robert Wilkins and his fam-
ily
The new beilding will have a
napacity atifficient to properly care
r at least fifty inmates comfort-
stbly, while in cage of emergency
*bolo fifteen more can he taken in
charge, withnet undue crowding.
RACES THAT
LTVE IN PEACE
(Contin..ed From Page Two.)
of Armenian church it is of no im-
eortance; he is a "Kirto," a real
ttative of Tiflis. Often my eye was
attracted by the beautifully worked
silver and even olden bel s •
•
Live,' in Harmony.
Until last ;ear all these national-
ities *lived in deace. In the centre of
the town st: ods an artisan school,
on a marble tablet the inscription,
"This building was erected by the
united workei .3 of Tiflis." And, re-
ally, each triire put up a part orkhe
building or furnished materials or
provisions. T!te school was erected
in comnacm•ration of a general
strike in 1865 gained by the workers
small t. In_ thg
school instruction is given in Rus-
sian, Georgian and Armenian.
But -under t':e influence of the
Turkish-Armenian and afterward the
Tartar-Armenien massacres, especi-
ally in Baku; b it above all under the
forced Russificition, the internation-
al peace and good will have been de-
stroyed for a long time. Tartars,
Georgians and Armenians no longer
fraternize with RusSians à beftire;
Tartars and Armenians are like fire
Lrol water, and altogether the pope-
Lttion is in a state of nervousness
and apprehensi •. The massacres of
September it i town hall, those
of January 14 ,.:e central market,
when quick-firing guns were turned
on the disarmed crowd, the constant
sf arch for arms in houses when walls
are tapped and the ,round in cellars
(lug up, the patrols of Cossacks and
dragoons, all this has changed the
merry, lively character of the Tifli;
people. They have become nervous
;old depressed and such is the state
of mind that any small event may
end in a panic.
Only yesterday I had an example
of this. The glorious spring weather
Lad brought thousands of people to
the Sunday market of the so-called
",oldier's bazaar," where costers of
all nationalities have their stalls in
the streets, and where every possible
article can be bought. I was amused
at a little scene before me: A Rus-
!Sian policeman, having bought for
his little boy a small wooden, very
pr'snitive bicycle, the child tried to
mount and ride. Around them stood
several men, the Armen:an merchant
and Georgian and Tartar onlookers,
who each gave his advice and help
to the father and son, and took a
deep interest in the proceedings.
Suddenly a shout and wild cries were
heard and, without inquiring into the
cause, the crowd flew panic-stricken
in all directions. No reason for Otte
panic could be discovered.
Nerves on Edge.
Incidents like this show how high-
ly strung arc the. nerves of the peo-
ple. Besides, rumors, the one wilder
than the other, are always in circula-
tion. Another massacre is expected.
C;nly this morning I .was told that
the authorisies had ordered the hos-
pitals to have several hundred beds
in readiness n view of a new mas-
sacre in pretparation by the authori-
ties, so as to have a pretext for the
continuation of the state of siege. I
found it difficult to believe what my
informant told me and went to sec
an old doctor, who sonfirmet it. say-
ing that anything might hapen at
any tinme.
yhe numerous search parties in the
Street stop passers-by, carriages and
tram cars, threatening with their
bayonets anyone protesting or com-
plaining, especially if he happens to
he a peasant orf worker. Especially
brutal and rough are the Cossack
patrols. The Cossacks here are rich-
ly dressed, with silver belts and en-
graved, splendid daggers and swords,
sequestrated from the Georgian and
Tartar population. Cossacks have
such a record of brutality written on
their faces that anything may be ex-
pected form them. No privilege of
class, no correspondent's card, is any
protection. Remembering what I
saw in Russia and what I see here.
I ask myself how, under such con-
ditions, popular and social life can
continue, how the people find the
energy to go on with the ordinary
business of daily life, and how it is
possible that the people have not be•
come hopelessly embittered. The
enly explanation I find is the,
thoroughly democratic basis of Rus-
sian life and in the underlying kind'
news and hoapitality of the southern-
tes, of which even foreigners may
hare numerous example' if they
know- how to approach and under-
INTRUSION B/ WIRE. NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
PREVENTED BY HAVING SE-
CRET TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
Private gad Business 'Phone. That
Are Not Listed—Efforts blade
by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard in a large business
house, reports the New York Sun. "It's
because I'M such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is when
I am asked about a dozen times a day
if the president has • private telephone
l—one not in the regular telephohe
directory, you know.
"Of course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane asylum if he hadn't; but he doesn't
want leierybody to know it. The tel.
ephone was getting such a, nuisance tc
business men that a lot of them have
had to do this.
"Now, when a man's private tele
phone rings he knows it really is a per.
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It la a direct call from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
afflee switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
charged with keeping these private tel-
ephone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this information out of us, but
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully- this
having a private call," said &lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
interrupted half a dozen times. That ex-
asperating little ting-a-ling has been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
serious thought I was obliged to have
an entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though in ray home
uptown,
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different now.
Only • dozen or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes ray telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
a day.
The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the public
telephone directory It soon becomes a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many social du-
nes, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel-
ephone.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern intimacy is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And it is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to discov-
er the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable Is often
called up, and whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house number.
Yea, our telephone he now just what It
originally was and just what it should
be—a convenience and not • niusance."
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
When a woman is married in this
country her maiden name is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom she
is very well known have never heard it..
In France, on the contrary, there are
constant reminders of the earlier dig-
nity. In Belgium marriage does not ex-
tinguish it for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
distinction. We can Illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. In that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown." This double barreled
arrangement does not give the Belgian
wife • better social status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
throe - men invest their gavmgc.-1-,
Whoi Knot; marries he invites his
ceniratles and for a whole week
there is a feasting and merrymaking
end (lancing, at all of which he is an
expert. •
Workshops are quite open at die
front. The passerby iean see the
.workers at their trade such as silver
anal gtmemithe, tailors, leather work-
er: and bakers In the popular res-
taurants Persian cooks. bgfore the
eye' of the public, give proofs of
their refined Oriental cuisine.
'Everywhere is life, interesting and
even absorbing. Camels, donkeys.
buffaloes and horses are slow lar try-
ing to find a passage in the wind-
ing street of the Oriental part.
This shouting and excitable crowd
is very friendly. The wares are
cheap. The wine especially that of
Rakhitia, is famous. in a popular
'restaurant a good dinner, wine in-;
clnded. may be hid for 6 pence.
ut the_people are poor and have to
work a-4y hard fox trheirilaily breattO
leevertheitoe they are generous an:I,
always find a few hopecka for a
'blind Oriental singer. for a Tartar
iitoiytellec or for a Russian beggar.
Tr-it i.
W. TCHERKESOFF.
Carmack and Governorship.
Washington, D. C.. May 16.—Ten-
!lessee democrats in Washington are
discussing the name of Senator Car'
meek in connection with the nomina-
tion for governor. If there is a
TIfattloCk tribt .4tita coevention -1-nd
a dark horse is to be named, it is
r. generally expressed opinion here
that Mr. Carmack should be nom;
mites' to oppose H. Clay Evans.
It is the impression here that Sen-
:dor Carmack will not be inclinell to
accept the nomination and that he
certainly will not consent to be a
candidate for the place. This belief
does not stop the talk, however. Re-
pnblican leaders are so confident in
their predictions of victory in Ten-
nessee this. fall that the democratic
party feels the party should do every-
thing possible to prevent a split such
as might come about if the state con-
ventions gets' into se deadlock
The shipyards of Nagasaki. Japan,
employ yooty workmen all the year
round.
-
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial. Ind .appropri-
ately enough, it shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbe Many of these have
already been translated into English,
but here are a few more, from a collec-
ties by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
In Heidelberg, which may be welcbme:
-It is better tot to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the highest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks be
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations." "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief is longer than a year ofjoy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
He Rowed, She
The boat drifted on
The man and the meld
Steered.
the clear lake.
were sliest and
a little sad "Dear," be said, -will yea
Scat with me always—down the stream
of life?"
"The same -s now?" she whispered.
"The same as now." said be.
"1 will, gladly!" cried the young girl.
Re, you see, was rowing, doing all
the hard work She bad the helm. She
•eteenaL—Minuea001111 Journal.
Kodels for Artists Are in Many
Oases Quite Plain of
Feature.
"One et the most preposterous ideas
ta existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringliurst says
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of Instruction any agar* is
rood enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and. paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules for all in this class, which is
generally net more than a dollar for
a three-hour posing seaticl. As the
work is, after all, only unskilied labor,
It is an exceptionally gocd rate of pay
at that What obtains here also ob-
tains for more then half the model
work abroad, yet the averate person
always conjures up a drean of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a partIcolar kind et model, no matter
wbat the especial requirement may be.
the law of supply and deemed stops
in and regulates pay, for one thing, in
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition, any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Nan Veins@ Very Highly
rim "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut.
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost it I'd hunt for it Ilk* the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That, thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great eienviction. says
the Kansas City Star, about a little
buckeye incased in • small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man
"Up to September 7, 1900, 1 had
been the victim of bad led, of one
(tort and another," be said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before II
reached the city, and I was turning
We got there at last and Piet as I
was heaving my car I saw this buck
eye lying on the opposite seat. 1
pinked it up and put It in my perket
I had intended gotng to the Black
hotel that night. but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good trinity guests at thf
Black hotel perished Is the flood aim
night.
"Later on at New Orleans I was omit
fishing in a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who (mull swim, were drowned
cen't swim a stroke but 1 bad my
buckeye and I was waved After that
hail the thing fixed in this gold ewe.
And that's why I treasure it."
Europe's Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim is a city of about 16,064
population and is devoted almost er-
elusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there being about 500 factortea
wiser* Jewelry is mode. It is the jew-
elry center of Europe. The various
manutecturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding designs, prices and terms of
sale. From present indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippine-6
will amount to about $100,000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the Pforzheim
jewelry Ps made by hand--it arroyos
that we rhould capture more at the
trade of the islands.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more than any other man
Is due the change that has taken place
In London In recent years In the social
An Edison
Phonograph-
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long Sem- •
mar evenings, They are run.f
fling now at our Store. Come '
in andi hear them. Then
you'll Want one. Big selec-
tion of records.
-.'--'--t
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
ein Broadway.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added a
fine line of
Candy Dr. B. T. Hail
Henry's
Headache 
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer front headaches—severe or
mildi occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
gazing the pain in a very few
J. Oehlschiaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
and will continue to keep up the rep. 
•Office with Dr., Rivera & Rivers, tallutation our fountain has for magnifi. •
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.cent Ice Cream. Don't forget. Residence mos (.lay, tato Phone teep
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
TEL . 736.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trushart
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING Co.,
UNDERTA10ERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH PHONES
NO. Ito
acio-aes S. THIRD ST.
J I COULSON,
LUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Beatific
Mae 133. 52. BroaUway.
4,"6•L.4.01160e4w4-4,00
INSURE WITH --
L. L. BEBOUT
',411••1_411_ 11410.1.M1111
General Insurance Agency
Otacee 106 Broadwtrf Phcmes:Offica 3115-11tesialence 1696
WaltIon of actors—a c.Einge which bee
come within my own memory. writes
Fs,. S. Nadal. in Scribner'e. When I
nest went to London in Me tatre were
no actors in society When I came back
in 1877 there were a good many of
them to be seen about. There was
growing up a owlety which was corn
posed of successful artists, Ike new
rich people, and the professional
daaset, With a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the ac-tors had not only a good, but a
d Latin mashed place.
QUINT Sunday law,
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day en Sunday, but
to deal la perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy ceenot lawfuny be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the tom
noon unless no clerk* or assistants are.
employed. Proprietors may keep °pea
all day If they do the work themselves
Ramie Then and Now.
Times have not changed mneU in a
century. In 1801 it was said CAA! Al.
sunder I. rode in a procession through
the 'treats of St. Petersburg preemie-)
lay Use alumina of 'his earandfather,
followed bp those of hls, futile* GM
sterouaded bl his own.
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
dadiL ,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE..
REAL ESTATE
 AG:EliCY
PADUCAH REAL orriervi. Aves-TERN KENTUCXY FARM). WSIIIKINTHLY PAWINVP LOTS FOR RIVESTMENT. WEIVnIRNKENTUOrt VIAL ESTATE JOURNAL AN D PRICE LIST
FRU TO EVERYBODY. SEND 11,0R LT.
SDQQ W. WRITTEN sallt Pusebaeutersi
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36o. Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE 1:
116 Fraternity: Buildj...in
1
45.
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CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL
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BACK TO NATURE• THE COLORS OF SYRIA• AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.
a
eh'
1#
Confronted By
.
Labor Question,
Asither Problem for the Dark To-
bacco Growers -to--Solve.
Considerable attention has been at-
tracted, during the past few years,
to conditions in what is called the
"Dark Tobacco Region," which in-
cludes sections or Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and Virginia, especially with
reference to the so-called Buyers'
Trust
But the trust question ie not the
only serious one with which tobac-
co raisers now are forced to contend.
The labor problem confronts them
with a seriousness that theorists us-
ually fail to comprehend. Accord•
ing . to 
-exproasions-front producers,
of the student class, the situation in
the tobacco belt • is similar to that
which prevails in the cotton-raising
states; i. e, negro labor is best
adapted to the cultivation of •both
products, but negro labor is growing
scarce in both the south and south-
west. Olf course foreign labor is
available, but it seems that the
Greeks, Italians, Russians and so on
whe come to America are not physi-
cally adapted to the particular work
required in he raising of either cot-
ton or tobacco.
Physical shortcomings, so to speak
do not' constitute the only objection
to this foreign labor. Some of the
other objections are well told, by W.
T. Bronaugh, a prominent tobacco
planter from Christian County, Ky.
In conversation with a representa-
tive of the Banner he said:
"The negroes are either going to
the cities or are accepting employ-
ment with railroad construction com-
panies or levee building 'boards. In
any event they are leaving the farms
:.nd plantations of the south, and
that, too. just at a time when the
tobacco and cotton raisers have
reached a point where their crops
could be made profitable. I know
in Christian County - and we claim
that to be the largest tobacco-raising
county in the union—that we are
having trouble because of scarcity
sof labor.' You may talk to me about
white labor all you please, but it will
ittit do for such work. I know, for
have tried it. In the first place
you can't control it. and in the see-
n, id place the white man is not so
%sc.!! fitted for such work as the
bla ck mnn.
'• Over in our county we have given
a a timber of 'foreigners a trial, but
we do not Frei the service out of
them t that we did get when negro
labor was at our disposal in abun-
dance Many cast Tenn ..ns
have in attracted by the offers of
ear fa users. but they do not fill the
bile as al the only remedy that I can
see is to further ,diversify our crops.
"This i tobacco association of ours,
the one that contra's most ofthepro-
ouct of the dark tobacco producing
belt, ie eoponeible to a large cxtcnt
for the better prices which we re-
ceived ic c Our tobacco this season,
but utile , lah4ir conditions change
prices we I have to go higher a the
farmers n. acne good money.
-lila ft nursers are more worried
ever this p eoblem oilabor than they
are w .01 01 ortes irom the Hill Bil-
lies and er aertions enti exactions
from the 1t.
And yet numbers uf Able•bodiel
men the y tire looking for work..ay 
Tanamee at all Kentucky need labor
jest
 
as ell a a 'does San Francisco.—
Nashville Ran o"r
I NEW USE P. )'PHONOGRAPHS
Will be Placed 'in Urion Station 
to
Amos Wes Trains.
Pittsburg. Ma r • is.—Phoilograteis
are to be used * the Pennsylv
ania
Railroad compan #f in the union sta•
ains. It is hoped
will enunciate
en. mid also save
a year in sale-
lion for calling t
that the machin
more clearly than
thousands of doll:,
ries.
,General Superint !indent Haggard.
who" has charge of the union station.
c plvmographs
imply as an ex-
was not cer-
;prove pranti.
said today that t
were to be installed
periment, and said
tam n that they would
4.
°of announr
'zing that it
rtant feat-
,e made .1
ler the put-
the best
tut none of
al marl I
gatperiment
"I have been write
of thought to the matt
ing trains," he said. "r.
is one of. the myst it
erre of a station. I
nttmber of experiments
pose of ascertaining hi
results could be secured,
them has proved succes
have now determined to,
with phonographs, aIthougil8 hasel
ly
expect that they will be teracticabi
e.
Among the various experiment% 
I
have made is to have the train caller
na a megraphone, stand oir a pla
t
fortp, stand at the end of tlir watt-
Ink . room and stand in the middle
of the 'room. The difference ha s been
scarcely discernible,"
The phonographs are to be worked
by an electric switch in the trail,
chspatcherl- afice, and fiery will also
call eV any ithangee hi the running
time iflanges in schedsle and other
changea that are necessity. The new
system will be installed 'avithin
Month. s \, I
From the reports he Uniteif
States seems to be doing everythinor
there is down at Panami except to
rig the canal,—Pitipburg Dispntch,
New York Doctor Taught Him the
Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.
"The present czar of Russia learned
the art of making an American cock
tail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
vu sipping the old-fashioned tipple.
"I have that from the physician bias,
self," relates the New York Sun..
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock-
tail made from the same formula, out
of • handsomely carved cup which bore
an inscription from the donor, who at
the time was czareviteh, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rus-
sian heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few years age
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
Russian court and had some appoint-
ment. I have forgotten what, later on.
"One evening, when he had beet
called to see the czarevitch, the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried his own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drink at the
bar.
"The csarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought It was a joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him it was not.
"The csarevitch said he would like
to try the drink. The doctor brought
In his ingredients and prepared a
cocktail in the presence of the exam
'Itch, Who WAS Intensely interested.
When be had tasted it he went into w-
itticism and called for more.
"After he had sampled several cock-
tails he prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with much more
ease than than he has 'earnest some
other things since.
"When the American doctor was
leaving St. Petersburg the czarevitch
had ascended the throne. The physe
elan asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that he
was an expert in mixing tire Amer!,
can tipple, and thereupon they no
paired to a private room where the
czar of all the Russiaa produced some
American whisky and the ingredients
to wort out a cocktail. The czar
mixed drinks for the two like a regular
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"The czar assured the doctor that it
was the greatest bracer he ever took
But thee, you know, royalty lays on
Its praise and compliments with a
trowel. However, the doctor Was
probably the only American who eve,
had the ruler of Russia mix eat gigs
him a coektall."
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Four Months'
Time.
—
About) the end of the winter—that is
in mid-March—the antlers of the yeat
before break off flush with their bas•
an Inch or more above the skull; usu
ally they are found close together
showing that they fell nearly at tie
same time, writes Ernest Thompsoz
Beton, in Scrihner's Magazine.
At first, the place of each antler is
a broad, raw spot. In a few days it
shows • thick rounded pad of blood
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and
in a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
horn beginning has shot up to • height
of several ladies. At exactly the right
time, place and in ure the right diree-
tion a bump comes forth to be the
Ioundation WW1* brow Use.
In a few more days the ban tine is
projected by the invisible architect.
1st a month tho its ecture is nearly a
foot high and :all enveloped in a
targid mass .of feterisN, throbbing
bleu' vessels—sthe ecaffolding and
workmen of this surprising etrueture
Night and day the work is pushed wits
sate inding apeed, and in four month,
this, skyscraper is finished—a wonder
ful structure, indeed, for a score of
natura's forces rave toiled, a myriad
of tn_eisible workmen have done their
part and an edifier that moor-ding—fa
ordinary rules should have taken a
lifetime is here rushed through in A
summer and all Is absolute silence.
August Sees the building done, but it
.Is still *tattered with scaffolding. The
*implies of blood at the hue are ro
.fluced &ad finally etiscontenued The
tier is no longer is real touch with
the animal- It begins Is die. The sen-
stieveness &caves rails nut, the rel.
vet, covering soon drles.. craeks and
peels, and time stag assists the process
of taring elf the skin * meowing his
heron en the brushwood September
sees paim tulle armed is hie spears of
dead tone, strong in bad?, gieryissIn
kJs weapons and his strength, ^04
iniadyle ttle with all consent
One of the New Year Pailtves.
lied ley fLear-Ve might as weal din-
mole* partufehip aadi go out of but-
tress. For the last year we have had
to his on faith gad\ nesstard, and rin
tired of it.
‘Solon Bothley--So am I. The trouble
ieNtliet yitie.re „beeii feral*iing the
WO %%se lee had tend-ries:IA the
.M40.ArdoCkljtifl
French Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of France's Principal
Danger.
The French peasant who, sines the
days of the revolution, has turned all
France into a kind of walled gardea,
is still closely in touch with nature,
and in spite of agitators and politi-
cians, his presence in the suffrage, to
which he brings tee sense and cunning
et the fields, maItes for national
health. In proof of this, says Youth's
Companion, is a litte% scene reproduced
by one of the authors of "Sketches ore
the ,Old Road. Through France to
Florence."
Between Argentan and Alencon the
writer fell to conversing with a peas-
ant who, with immense patience, was
engaged in stirring the earth with
vigor Into harvests. He also professed
himself interested in politics and eco-
winks, and willingly talked on these
subjects.
"There is only one thing," the peas-
ant said, at last, "that France has
to fear."
"You mean," sail the writer, "this
religious question—the dispute with
church and pope"
"Tile, I don't mean that."
"Do you think there's any fear of
another German war?"
"I don't know. I wasn't thinking
of that."
"'I suppose you are not afraid of so-
deism?"
"Not et all."
-Wan, then, what Is the only thing
Prance has to fear?"
"Hall," said the peasant, ant went
on digging.
A SPANIARD'S INVENTION.
ingenious Apparatus for the Control
of Distant Zlectrie
Power.
Teletrino Is the invention of Don
Bernardo Torres Quevedo, a (Been.
ruished Spaniels engineer, who has
been experimenting successfully with
an apparatus for the control of Ms
tent electric power by means Of wire
less telegraphy. He intends to so-
sly his invention to vessels and made
his public trials with them. The
transmitting station was a wireless
telegraphic apparatus. The boat car-
ried a battery of secumulatcrs, a me
tor for driving the propeller, another
for the rudder, and two servo motors
tor operating the mechanism of the
ether motors. The servo motors were
connected directly with the telekino,
wherewith they formed a single •ap
paratue. Hertz "roves were received
by the telekino; this controls the servo
motors, which sent currents either to
control the rudder motor or the pro
oeller motor so as to govern both the
steering and the propulsion of the
boat. 'raking up his position at the
tranerrinting station, Senor Quevedo
began manipulating the transmitter,
whereupon the boat. containing nu•
tnerous press representatives, as it by
magic, slowly moved forward. gradu-
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking, advancing, or re.
ceding just as if It were being guided
by an expert steersman. The boat ex.
*rated all manner of maneuvers with-
out a hitch under the sole guidance of
the inventor on shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
rwo Who Have Served Uncle Earn
in That Capacity for Very
Long Peetods.
1Karevlous Warmth and Depth Mark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
— —
The crowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality, says the Wm Id To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and depth Of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or, to
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
haracterist ic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were overLr:ght or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that it is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on a
triqonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could tied
quite a distinct shadow east by Jos iter.
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything Is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonlight
shows all the colors of the rainbow. The
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and sky.
and the white of the distant mountains
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, than
In the sunlight
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to corn-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the hay is
much the same, and, instead ut smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon, culminating in Jebel Sunnin,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
Another of the many instances
where faithful service has proved 3
barrier against interference for /mile
cal reasons with the service of a
Massachusetts postmaster is that of
John S. Fay, of Marlboro. -who has
been in charge of that office sines
April 26, 1866, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
$1.100. He had been successively re-
appointed, twice by Grant. once by
Hayes, Arthur. Harrison and McKin-
ley. and came tinder Kr. Cleveland's
special care in each of his two terms
Mr. Fay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment given
by President Roosevelt February S.
1903. when the salary was advanced to
$2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester Is believed •
hold the long-service record as poet-
master Ile is still performing his du-
ties in charge of the office at South
Atnenia, Duchess county. Kew York
under the commisreon first elven hex
July 10, 1849. The record was held tor
many years by Roswell Beardsley as
e zxor
was appointed June 2a. lsn. and
served until his death, November lit
1902, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Alt
•
atainers' and General Insurance eorn
pang held in Birmingham recently this
chairman announced that the mortali.
ty rate, favorable to the company, or
the lives insured had again been main-
Wised and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
not yet exceeded 0 per cent, of what
might have been expected from th.
ordinary standard table of the Hiatt
tute of Actuaries, which represented
I
an enormous saving of interest on cap
ital that otherwise would have been
paid in claims. He attributed the sat-
isfactory mortality record largely to
the members abstaining from the use
of alcoholic liquor.
Blectricity in 8I'berta.
Almost all the towns In Siberia are
bilging arc lights for street um and
incseedeticent nicht)* for bowies, and-
the larger proportion or the people is
Albeit&
 have never peen gas. which
they regard as gj Witaiinant of apast
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST..
ELow Ho Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
"The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tionist," "had been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
even our mother 40 years before, had
been baptized by him. He was a tale
thin, hard-eyed old man, in a black
gown; he hail a loos: beard a:sir:NT looks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony fact was always tight aril
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep void'
was slow and never had a glad sound
In R. He had no friends. but Just rode
along the mountain roads alcre: all of
us children, sod even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small, I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they laughed he, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever law him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In it. There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
be spoke to God, chanting prayers and
masses. or else he spoke to the peasants.
growling: 'Pay. pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
In the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
If there is one thing presumably cer-
tain on this earth, in tne opinion of most
of us, it is that skirts are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth, aMrms the Buffalo Commercial,
which proceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the majority of the male ele-
ment of the human race, so far as it
wears clothes at all, is skirted. The man
or woman who goes east will see skirted
men everywhere—Arabs, Cashmeres,
Punjabs, Burman!, Chinese. Japanese,
Malays, to mention only • few. "The
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untraveled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids. are but
a pulsing fashion in the history of male
attire." says a writer in the It(,;ton
Transcript. The fashions of Ow 1st
endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. That is true. Yet the bifur.
_earment—the forked. radish style
—commends itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
In war, athletics and business in these
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western races
cease to bustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers atel revert lc
the ancient oriental styles.
It 
Beasts Ridden by Their Owners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule.
In many of the out of the way dis
tricts of Germany  ox racing  has long
been a very popular sport. The en-
trance fee for the races is smelt but
the beasts must be tidden by their
owners. The rider is not allowed to
have either whip or Si-jr and he must
ride his animal beret tek, trusting to
his voice to guide the beat It la here
that the skill of the rider cameo into
play, as everything dspends upoh the
training of the ox atel the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.
As the oxen do not race on a track
it is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
.Sped is of secondary ir.1-:•irtance in
the race. Like golf, the reauires
accuracy, and the rider wlio can force
his lumbering charger to go in a
straight line is certain to win.
When all the eompstitors are lined
up at the starting po;at the signal to
begin the race is given. Then the fun
commences, for, in spite of the riders'
efforts, the steeds usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are al
lowed to be in the field and may do
anything to interfere with the con
testants so long as they do not touch
him or his beast. Though oxen are
naturally the least excitable of ant-
male„ the noise of the spectators soon
reduces them to a s-ate of utter be-
wilderment. Often an hour will pass
before one of the oxen is ridden uncle!
the wire. The victor receives a small
money prize, which is gothing com-
pared to the honors brought him by this
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-so Iron the ox
race.
UT!LIZINQ THE ASSASSIN.
English Writer Suggests That He
Be Turned Over to the
Doctors.
A medical correspondent of the Lon.
don Lancet suggests thet murderers, in-
stead of being hanged, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. He de.
sires for science the Privilege of studying
disease in the "laboratory of the human
body,'' and thinks that with this °poor.
tunity the scientist "could look forward
to *almost endless possibilities." 01
these possibilities, observes the Phila-
delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer.
ence of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and inter-
esting problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would use the murderer as a field for the
malign microbe, and turn his tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
the correspondent abides, be is confident
the murderer would acquiesce in the
scheme of dying slowly. reloteing.not to
have his last gang aceentuntsd by the
presence of the uncultured hangman;
The proposition is not new, nor, for
reasons easy to cite, can it be made
optative. That the chance of b4.1..,; do
voured by cancer or phthisis would, as
an alternative, be seized with eagerness
is an asaumptIon that fails to appeal to
the eeigment, tempered as this must be
by humane impulses. And it is of lit-
tle consequence. The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick dis-
patch, and be on a plane with the Chinese
method known as "the death of a thou-
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory of
the process.
Messages in Ancient Times.
Carrying inessag9s in olden times
called for much ingenuity. "Nothing
in the world," wrote Hermietus, "is
borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian couriers." They bad over a
hundred stations, each a day's journey
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and fro
at the rates of from 60 to 100 miles a
day. They had their "through cou
riers," too, for in the ease of • spe
dally confidential me-sage, the text
was tattooed on the shaven herd of a
man, whose hair was aliewed to grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter rai•.;ht be concealed until he
reached his roal, where, of course, he
would be resha‘ed.
All Navies Growl"( Larger.
About half a century ago England
took notice of one fleet only. the
French. Nene things have changed.
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
II. rules over Germany and has an-
nounced that the country's future wel-
fare must be sought for oti the seas;
the United States wish to have ne
rivals on the omen and Russia is Int
ginning to rebuild her fleet
Fat, Meaty Part.
"Hums!" cried the lest old man,
smoothing the near sealskin rum of hit
overcoat. "I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last." •
"What is it?" asked the second
heavy
"It is the part of a recluse. and It
the seorerl rice I have to cook and eat
a mesr of real buckwheat cakes and
tsausaga."—St. Lou. Globe-Demoersa.
—BererseRevertrietellere
In a letter to an English friend a
South African farmer writes: "Many
of the fighting Boers have told me they
ate quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Suttee.% memory in this country
They der'are he Is :he cn'y man e he
,ottne out to feht %hem in a straight.
forward manner."
E. H. PUP N EAR
Attorney Law
Rooms 5 and- 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES'
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will ptactice 'in all courts of Ken'.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLouitpioy: RFeE.1).
LA wYEtts
Rooms to, II and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY, ,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.,
Paducah,
Kentucky.
 —4
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room tre Fraternity Building
New Phone 114. Old Phone 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mil!er
and Marble.
LAWYERS.
Rooms t, 2 and' 3 Register Build'.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH 4
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office 251
DR. R. F. tilfARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
igo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone Iota- -Red
MOW
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST, 4
Office over Globe bank and Trust.
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Prism—Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Little Boy—He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he is showing his teeth."
"Certainly he is, toa'am, and if you
had Cs good teeth as he has you'd
show 'ern, too."—Stray Stories.
Pity of It.
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me ot
a rose."
"Yes" rejoined On ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
—Chicago Daily News,
Big Inducement
Dolls—Every time you call, 
portmake love to me. I'm getting tired of
It. Hew can I induce you to stop it?
Cholly—Marry me and I'll promise
never to make love to you again.—
" Cleveland Leader,
ofitlw
Residence, 819 Broadway,
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
or Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3a,
PADUCAH,, ICENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five miss
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
Ilrosiheas
Jim Duffy'
4031/2 Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 718-R
ville
1
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-PLEASANT PLACES,
PLEASANT FRIENDS,
PLEASANT TIMES
Can be depicted
it yon take a
Ko
"es
'etre,
IEPISCCPALIAN
CONVENTION
ak
with you. $1 to $20
M'PRgoNs
WANTS
'i-i0TEL FOR RENT—Ready
furnished at 4-lin.son Springs, write or
telephone. j.. 1. Lois", Hinson, Spgs.,
Tenn.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages ef 2! and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good eiharacter and
temperate habits, who can speak, real
and write Eogliejts, ,For information
Reply to "liecruiting offices, New
%Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
WANTED — Experienced., seam-
-stress so assist dressmaker. Apply
1132 Jefferson.
WANTED — Contractor Weikel
-wants 20 men to handle shovel and
pick at Basket Factory, Mechanics-
burg. 15c Per hour.
• or
wANTeD .T9,. RENT—Dwelling
with not less than Thar rooms on
second floor. Must have modern
conveniences. Will take long lease
on desieable house.' Address, X. Y.
Z., this 'office, looting prsperty and
naming rent.
, WAN/Tab—A gtxur's- experiencel
city collector. No other need apply.
Give recommendations, and salary
;wanted. Answer "W" care of this
office.
s-e-se-i-s-Hshes1
PRSONAL NOTES. +
Mrs. John K. Hendrick arrived yes-
terday from Senithland.
Kr. A. L. Joynes has returned
film a trip to Louisville.
Mr. Louis •Walton !las gone to
tireen4ilfe. Ky., to attend the bed-
side of his sick mother.
M. J. S. Head of Ma:featly lie,
has returned home afro- visiting her
niece, Mrs. William Wright, wife of
-the banker.
Mrs. Elizabeth Austin of 1237South Eighth, has gone to St. LW'S
to attend the funeral of her brgther.
Mr. Thomas F. Amin, mail car-
rier of that-Alley Vvlo died of injuries
fanged by 'a street cis hitting him.
Mrs. W. Wahl al Owensboro is
visiting Nirt;JdhalffOore of Clark
-street.
Mrs Win,' ''rangston Tuesday
went to Kutawa to visit her dough-ler, Mrs. Effie Cash. .
Miss Atena ingsards of Symsoniais visiting Mrs. Bettie Jones.
Mrs. M., E. Keechum and child, of
Mlemphis. Tenn.i, returned home yes-
terday affcc' 'visiting Mrs. F. M. Mc-
Glathery.
Miss Msbel and Ethel Calissi yes-
lerday went to Centrasl City to join a
party going to Mammoth Cave.
Mrs. .Henry Robinson yesterday
-went to McNary, •Ky., to visit her
father.
Arrs. Daniel Morgan and children
of Hillsboro, Ohio, are visiting the
former's sister, Mars. David Wright,
flçgt e 'rector.
Second and Final Day
StattedIn O This
Drning.
c4(""
INTERESTING SESSION HELD
RABBI E. G. ENELOW AD-
'DRESSED -tsARGE • CROWD
UPON TH3 "PLEASURES
OF LIFE."
Rev. Eshman I.. !t Yesterday for De-
catur, Ill., 1..) .:.ttend General
Assembly of C. P.
Church.
The annual session of the Dioces-
an council of the Episcopal church
of Kentucky, is proving a very inter-
esting and important convent ion.
There are loo delegates here from
cver the state participating in the
deliberations of the guaust body
which controls the churches of this
denomination of, Kentucky. The
tni.•iness sessions and other features
, i yesterday were participated in by
many local members besides the
uviegates. 
-
This morning at 7:30 o'clock the
gathering opens with celebration of
holy communion, while at 9:30
oclock the morning prayer is con-
ducted. the business session being
resumed half an hour thereafter. At
i o'clock the recess for luncheon is
taken, and at 2:3o o'clock matters
arc again taken up. The Women's
Auxiliaries hold their gathering at
4 o'clock. Tonight the convention is
brought to a close, by a sermon from
Bishop Woodcock, and at that time
the church will be crowded to hear
this eminent divine, who is one of
the most brilliant men and of sayer-
ior 'ntellectual attainments.
Yesterday morning the day's ser-
vices were opened with holy corn-
munion by 'Bishop Woodcock, as-
sisted by Rector David C. Wright of
this city and visiting clergymen. Im-
mediately afterwards the body was
organized with the bishop in the
chair, and Mr. John J. Saunders re-
elected as secretary.
The body voted that St. Mary's
Mission on Cresent Hill, Louisville,
should be a full-fledged parish here-
after, and have a regular pastor.
By a two-thirds vote it was de-
cided that all celergymen, who
though not residing in the diocese
long enough to have a vote, should
be given the privilege of a ballot in
the deliberation's' .of the body.
Louisville was lielected as the
place for holding the next session
whiels will be conducted in the
Church of the Advent there
A number of reports were made
yesterday and filed, among them re-
ports by Secretary A. L. Terry of
the standing committee. Treasurer
Breckenridge Castleman of this
committee, and the treasurer of the
board of church work.
At 4:30 o'clock yesterday the en-
tire delegation was taken in one of
the street cars and carried for a tour
over the city under the personal
stipervision of General Manager
John S. Bleecker, who in this man-
ner afforded the visitors a mos*
charming outing that was hugely ap-
fpreciated.Last evening the church waspacked by the delegates listening to
the lectures on diocesan missions.
It was !Alf! by Rector William H.
fealkner of Louisville, and stere-
opticon views used to illustrate tbe
excellent remarks indulged in by the
bishop and Mr. William Robinson,
the latter the wholesale drug mer-
chant of the state's metropolis. Fol-
-a•--resmstian-
given at the parish house.
The Woman's Ausilliary of Grace
Episcopal church will have its Mis-
sionary Tea for May on this ofter-
noon at 3:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Elbridge Palmer at her home, "The
Ferns," on Clark street.. The regula-
program for 'the May meeting, cover--
ing a discussion of the church mis-
sion e-CliOtftuty- Mrs. Elbridge Pal-
mer, Mrs. Thomas Boswell, Mrs.
Hal Corbett, Mrs. David C. Wright
snd Miss Elizabeth Nash will be
carried out. An additional feature,
however, will he the address of Mrs.
Charles E. Woodcock of Louisville,
1.ho is here with her husband attend-
ing the diocesan council.
A number of visitors from the va-
rious Women's Auxiliaries of the
state will he present. The Juniors
of Grace church are invited to be
present, and all members of the
chutch. es well as guests.
--
. 
Mechanicsburg Christian. .
"Effect of Religion on Enthusias-
tic Crowd" was the subject of Rev.
W. I: Hndeneth last evening at the
Service in the Mechanicsburg Chris-
tian church. and It was a very force-
ful argument for the masses, lietenel
to by an unusually large .congregri-
_
—Mr. and Mrs. Holland Young
. 'have a baby boy at their home on
. Fourth.
The guiding principal in our prescrip-
tion Work is
Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance
With the doctor's written orders. In
following this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
prescriptions brought to us cannot4fall into the hands of ineeperienced
persons, because
EVERY CLERK
in our store is a registered. pharma-
cist
R. W. WALKER,& CO.,.
INCORPORATED. .
Omelets, Fifth and W.
Itotb Phones .
 sena, 
tion. This evening he talks oil
"How People Arc Brought Into Re-
ligion..1
— -Third—Street Methodist.
"OverCetinifie Faith" was preached
upon by Rev. Watts yesterday after-
neon at the Third street Methodist
church, whiir at the evening hour
his theme for discourse was "The
Office dl Watchman."
Excellent Address.
Last evening Temple Isreal was
filled with a large concourse drawn
to hear Rabbi E. G. Endow, one of
the state's most brilliant men, and
who was formerly pastor of the con•
sregation here but now has charge
ef Adas lsreal Temple of Louisville.
...He spoke along the line of "The
Pleasures of Life" and it was a
most impressive and far-aching re-
sume of this important topic. He re-
turned yesterday morning from
Cairo and left this morning at 1:4o
o'clock for his home in the Falls
City.
Gone To Assembly.
Rev. E. H. Eshman of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, left
yesterday for Decatur, Ill., to at-
tend the general assembly of all the
churches of this denomination. There
will be many hundred representatives
there and the gathering lasts until
the middle of next week, when Dr.
Eshman will return home.
It is not yet decided who will fill
his pulpit here next Sunday for him,
but if possible, he will have some-
one.
Minister Coming,
Tomorrow evening or the follow-
ing Rev. Calvin Thompson will ar-
t ive here from Denver, Colo.. to
take pastoral charge of the Fir3t
Baptist church. He will occupy the
parsonage beside the church, just as
soon as that residence is vacated by
the former minister's widow, Mrs
John S. Cheek who is now prepar-
ing to move over on North Sixth
street
CHIEF SURGEON
IN MEMPHIS
Chief Surgeon D. G. Murrell of
the Illinois Central railroad hospital
It ft yesterday afternoon for Mem•
phis, Tenn., to join Dr. John Owen,
who is the eminent chief surgeon for
the entire I. C. system, and who
summoned the Paducah chief to that
place on business connected with
their department Dr. Murrall will
return tonight and then immediately
decide upon a date for the city park
commissioners of this city to meet
and discuss a number of questions
he wishes to lay before them. lie
is president of the commissions
Bringing In Salvage.
The salvage portion of the Heath
wreck is being brought to the city
to be placed in the shops. It was
reported three tramps were caught
Lnd killed in the wreck, but , this
proves to be erroneous.
Look Out For Animas.
The railroad officials have sent nut
bulletins for the engineers .to keep
a sharp lookout for stray cattle run-
ning up on the track and endanger-
ing derailment.
Pay Car Here.
The pay car came in yesterday and
paid off all the employes who did
quite a business downtown where the
retail stores kept open last night.
Notice to the Pubtic.
The general canvass and compila-
tion of the Paducah city directory
for 1906 is now finished and ready
for the printer.
Anyone contemplating making a
Change either in their business or
residence will please notify 'us at
once.
CARON DIRECTORY CO.
727 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Opening Ceremonies.
WTI, Tr
COMM ENCEME,NfT GRADUATES
Attorney John G. Miller Speaks To.
day and Miss Bagby Tomorrow
—Mrs. Broaderson Mack,
Supt. Lieb yesterday morning fin-
ished making out the list of high
school pulpils, recommended to the
school committee as  graduates fur
the coming commencement cere-
mony. The list is as follows:
Misses Inez Bell, Mary Bonduratit,
Elsie Hoewischer, Caroline Ham.
Louise Janes, Emma Mayer, Blanche
Mooney, Mabel Mitchell, Cora Rich-
ardson, Lillie Mayes, Sutherland,
Nellie Schwab, Bessie Seymour, tas-
an(lra Ware, Marie Wilcox, Flor-
ence Weaver, and Ella Wilhelm.
Messrs. • Will. Bell 'and Thomas
Wooldridge.
Colored Pupils.
Charles Barnes, Lillian Canfoedi
Amanda Caruthers, Anna
Nettie Mk-Clain, Monima Overton,
1-lathe Owens. Marshall Reynolds
zind Birdie Williams.
Resumed Teaching.
Broaderson resumed her
teaching yesterday at the Franklin
building on South Sixth, after a
several days', confinement with sick-
ness.
INTERESTING ITEMS
Won Lung Sam, a San Francisco
Chinattian, is getting rich selling ice
cream iu. Shngapore.
The Madeleine, one of Paris' fam-
ous churches, has no windows, being
Lighted entirely from the roof.
The farmers of the Montreal and
Quebeek country sold $30,000,000
worth of butter and cheese during
the last season.
One of the features of the
student statistics is that men
(*.roping medicine, while women
turning to it as a profession.
German
are
are
A Cincinnati man has named his
son Ananias. He must intend him
tor the insurance business.--iflalti-
more Herald.
A Warren. 0., woman who cele-
brated the one hundredth anniver-
sary of her birth the other day, has
smoked a pipe for eighty years. Not
the same pipe, however.—Toledo
Blade.
President Roosevelt says that he
has seen lots of men with entirety
too much money. So far not a
single newspaperman in the country
has resented this remark as anything
personal—Atlanta Journal
"What's to became of me if that
amendment prevails?" blurted out,
Clark. the Montana copper senator,
when it was proposed in the senate
to prohibit producing agencies own-
ing railroads. The answer to this is
unfit for publication.—Des Moines
Daily News.
Senator Aldrich alleges he will be
able to proye an alibi in the matter
of the grounding of the battleship
Rhode Island.—Sioux Chy Journal.
A baby buggy that shut. up has
been invented by an ingenious
Chicago man. Now, if he will just
follow with a baby to match, he can
have our vote for the fattest office
in the Windy City.—Tacoma Daily
Ledger.
Thanks to the greet popularity of
Punyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," the
words "muck rake's have been trans-
lated into eighty-fbur languages.—
Chicago Tribune.
A fishing firm at Widewaters Va..
le named Herring & Pyke. A very
appropriate name for the business
and the story that they caught a
million herring ettering the season.
The writer evidently meant herring
bones.—Newport News Times-
Herald.
this morning will be a lecture by
Hon. John G. Miller, the attorney.
while tomorrow morning it will be a
literary address by Miss Aline
Ragby.
Mr. Wm. Eadss left yesterday
his mines near Greenville.
far
he still running for president you
can't hardly notice it It all.—Hous-
ton Express.
A great name is to he won in
Russia. But not, evidently, by cheek; others who have not the lion-
for Petrue Petrunkevitch or G Whizzlor of knowing her well she kisses on
Goremykin. They have alt the the foreAead.
^ 
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lire, Itesneve, Freckles t Pimples
ink Zia- Days, Um ni.. 
adind a 
I
A iliew dieeovery, e014
maw a positl•• snu-
Eff
44nd money re-
In every ease
It falls to remove
s pimples, liver-
=
, suo-tan, sallow-
Collar discolors-
atIOVErlt, MO
1011/
eillienne. Cares ordinary
WW1 in IS days, dad Out
Went in $0 days. Alter
those defects are reisweel the akin will be
Wear, son, bestray and llistaliftl. No possible
harm can result from Its use. la cents and 81.00
at IserlIng drag stereo or ror DWI.
NATIONAL TOitsti COMPANY, Paris. Tema.
name they need already.—New York
Evening Mail.
•1t i ilpty if 'Falher Gapon is
, .
Acad, and if he is not dead he ought
to be.—Nashville American.
: When Kuropatkin announced that
• was about to write a history of
the Japanese war, the nquestion was
asked whether- ie -would be a run-
ning story." Now he refuses to write
it—Buffalo Evening Times.
At moments the senate becomes
s'A worked up that Vice President
Fairbanks becomes excited. It is a
%%ild condition of affairs when the
blood runs through Fairbanks more
than once every two luaus —Dallas
News:
+ RIVER RIPPLING& +
The steamer Clyde got away yes-
terday afternoon for the Tennessee
river. She. comea back again next
Monday night.
The Joe Fowler came in yesterday
front Evansville, left immediately on
her return that way, and gets back
here again tomorrow.
„J.
Today there comes in from Evans-
ville the John S. Hipkins. which
gets out out immediately on her re
turn to that city.
The steamer Dick Fowler skips
cut for Cairo tins morning at R
o'clock. She conies back about to
o'clock tonight.
The Byttorff came in yesterday
from Clarksville and left immediate-
ly for Nashville.
The steamer Kentucky Comes out
of the Tennesssee river tonight and
lays here untir Saturday afternoon
before departing on her return that
way.
The Glorgia Lee gets here today
en route up to Cincinnati from Mem
phis.
The Peters Lee goes down Satur-
day en route to Memohie from
Cincinnati.
The City of SaltiTto went up last
night, bound for the Tennessee river
from ST. Louis
Mastey and pilots navigating the,
Tennessee river, are notified of the
following changes in lights:
Bee Tree Bend has been discons
tinued.
New light at Churchill's field, to
he known as Big Bend Shoals, No. 2.
Big ;lend Shoats No. 2, (old). to
be Big Bend Shoats No. 3.
New light at Shannon's Landing.
to be known as Swallow Bluff Island'
No. 1; Swallow Bluff Island, (obi) iis
to be Swallow Bluff Island Nos 2.
New light at Roach's Bar to be
known as Roach Bar.
' New light at the head of Big Chain
to be known as Guess Creeks,
Respectfully.
JA M'ES H. OLIVER.
Commander, U. S. Navy,
Inspector, r4th Light-House Di
trict.
SUNDAY RIVER OUTING
A fine pleasure trip is offerred the
people of Padercah,Sunday, May 2oth,
by the steamer George Cowling. The
boat leaves wharf at 9:36 a. m. for
Metropolis, and at 2 p. ne for
Metropolis, and Joppa Whsle peo•
*le only. Returns at 6-3o p.
*mind' trip. es cents.
dispenses more of what' may be de-
scribed as "official kissee" than an)'-
roe on earth. Every lady who is
presented to her with whom she is
on intimate terms she kisses on the
WZ HA VW.
JUST WHAT YOU NEBDi FOR
HOUSE CLEANING.,
Insecthol
The Best Bugkiller Known.
Motherin
For Carpet Moths,
Naphon.
The Greta disenfeetant.
ALL ODORLESS. In ics.z5, sis*
25 cent Botaies.
'Phone Us Your. Order.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone L.
Excursion
St. Louis ante Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheaposs and best
excursion out of Padcealt.
to nn fir Ose-Reeed Trip tr,
oui yu ispsossartins& return
It is a strip of pleasure. coenfort
and rest; good. 'service, good tables
good rooms, etc. Boats lams each"
Wednesday and Saturday atsp. m...
For other informatem apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Feat* L
Brown, agent.
 'NAMED.
SPECTACLES 
EYE GLASS/ LS
Properly SI 112 Filled
30
aid Sak .1 Reid
Adjusted $' 5.00
EYES TESTED F REE
By ExPert. 011idaime Optician
Satisfaction Oases able&
IJ.L.W01 .FFt
A
wirmaa. a OPTICIAN
g17 Broadway.
spontaninew
(St. Louis
Lang prices for
three different k
the. same berm)
engage' to di) ill
One reason v
oa so well is
once. If ow-
the time, it w
than other
Journal:
Combustion.
Republic.)blic
measures)  of
Inds of oil out of
may generate heat
own illuminating.
•ay opport unity gets
that it knocks only
'flunky knocked all
ouldn't do any better
knockers. — 'Atlanta
To keep tl le boys on the farm in-terest them in pedigreed stock andlet them tal :e a course in an agricalatural echoo'll. Many a farmer's boywho &handl 3ns the farm to become abrieftess la ,wyer. or a patientless doc-tor would liars made a successfulfarmer,—!.f.x.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where tog et the: BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nuti12c. Both Telephon,es 2-54.
Street. KentuckyFoot of
Incorporated.
Coal Co.
 sallemommimar
•
